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GUEST EDITORIAL

THOMAS MCCARTHY
Thomas McCarthy was born at Cappoquin, Co. Waterford in 1954 and educated locally and at University College Cork. He was an
Honorary Fellow of the International Writing programme, University of Iowa in 1978/79. He has published The First Convention
(1978), The Sorrow Garden (1981), The Lost Province (1996), Merchant Prince (2005) and The Last Geraldine Officer (2009) as
well as a number of other collections. He has also published two novels and a memoir. He has won the Patrick Kavanagh Award,
the Alice Hunt Bartlett Prize and the O’Shaughnessy Prize for Poetry as well as the Ireland Funds Annual Literary Award. He worked
for many years at Cork City Libraries, retiring in 2014 to write fulltime. He was International Professor of English at Macalester
College, Minnesota, in 1994/95. He is a former Editor of Poetry Ireland Review and The Cork Review. He has also conducted poetry
workshops at Listowel Writers’ Week, Molly Keane House, Arvon Foundation and Portlaoise Prison (Provisional IRA Wing). He is
a member of Aosdana. His Pandemonium was published by Carcanet Press in 2016, and hs latest collection, Prophecy, was published
by Carcanet in April, 2019. Gallery Press, Ireland, has just published his journals, Poetry, Memory and the Party, in 2022. It is
available here: https://gallerypress.com/product/poetry-memory-and-the-party/

Thomas McCarthy

Poetry
and the anxieties of our world
There was a time when every poet had to wait for bad news. Long
ago if you lived on an island like Ireland or Japan or Hawai’i all
the bad news of the world had to come to you by sea. During the
Great European War of 1914-1918 the inhabitants of the Blasket
Islands off the west coast of Ireland became eerily aware of a
great submarine war in the Atlantic when corpses and timber
spars from sunken warships washed up on their islands. War
brought them its bounty, lots of fresh timber for fishermen to
burn as firewood, and, once, the floating corpse of an officer from
the Lusitania whose coat pocket contained three silver coins. In
Maurice O’Sullivan’s island memoir, Twenty Years A-Growing,
Mick, the islander, is allowed to keep the coins. Young Maurice
spends the rest of the Great War sitting on a Western headland
of the island, watching the wide sea beyond Ireland, but the sea
brought him no more corpses with silver coins.

Thomas McCarthy at the Casino of Constanta by the Black Sea in eastern Romania. Constanta or
Tomis was the place of exile of the Latin poet Ovid.
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So it was with the old island people, the anxieties of elsewhere
did not interest them. Why should they be anxious about other
people’s conflicts, and the suffering of persons who were not
related to them by blood or marriage? In the years before mass
communication and twenty four-hour television, this island
self-interest was shared even by the more educated and literary
class. In her memoir Privileged Spectator, the now-forgotten
novelist Ethel Mannin describes a painful encounter between
the poet W.B. Yeats, who was a Nobel Prize laureate, and the
German poet Ernst Toller.

© Thomas McCarthy
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Toller was pleading with Yeats at a dinner-table in Claridge’s Hotel, London, having
way-laid him at the door of the Savile Club. Toller pleaded with Yeats to nominate
the pacifist writer Carl von Ossietzky for the Nobel Peace Prize. Von Ossietzky was
languishing in a Nazi jail, suffering tortures from which he would eventually die in
1938. But the great poet Yeats was un-moved. Mannin describes the scene:

‘I knew before Toller had finished that Yeats would refuse. He was
acutely uncomfortable about it, but he refused. He never meddled in
political matters, he said; he never had. At the urging of Maud Gonne he
had signed the petition on behalf of Roger Casement, but that was all,
and the Casement case was after all an Irish affair. He was a poet, and
Irish, and had no interest in European political squabbles. His interest
was Ireland, and Ireland had nothing to do with Europe politically; it
was outside, apart. He was sorry, but this had always been his attitude.
Toller and I looked at each other. Toller’s eyes filled with tears. Perhaps,
he said, with emotion, perhaps one felt differently about these things
if one had been in prison oneself. This, he urged, was not a political
matter; it was an affair of life and death, a question of a man’s life. He,
too, was a poet, but life was bigger than all the poetry ever written. My
own eyes filled with tears. I cannot honestly say whether it was my
feeling for Ossietzky, or whether because I was moved by Toller’s emotion,
or whether it was merely the vodka; it was probably a combination of
all three.’ (Privileged Spectator, Hutchinson, 1939, p83/84)

Yeats’ stubborn indifference to the fate of a fellow writer would shock a contemporary
Irish poet. Just now, there are more than 60,000 Ukrainian refugees admitted into
Ireland, despite the fact that Ireland, with its native population of only five million,
has a housing crisis and can’t manage to house thousands of its own citizens. Yet,
there is universal support across the country for our refugee programmes; and a
universal sense of pity and empathy for Ukrainian suffering. We have little shelter
to give Ukraine, but we’ll share what little we have; that seems to be the attitude of
Irish people and Irish government. This changing response over the generations is
part of an earth-wide empathy and anxiety about the state of the world. Conflict and
crisis gets reported within minutes; reporters on the ground vie with each other to
bring us images of suffering and reports of terror. In almost every case, war becomes
personal. This is a new situation for the poet, a new situation that has arisen after,
perhaps, three thousand years of poetry written at a distance and written at ease.
There is no easiness left in the poetry world, now there is anxiety.
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Seventeen hundred years ago, Ausonius, the famous poet of the Western Roman Empire,
could teach his students Rhetoric and Greek at old Bordeaux University and supervise
his huge vineyard in peace, reflecting only now and again on the vicissitudes of war.
He was really only interested in the domestic ordinariness of his own life. News was
too slow to come to him, so that he couldn’t see the catastrophe that was about to fall
upon an entire world, the collapse of the thousand-year Roman hegemony. Decimus
Magnus Ausonius, when he was a tutor at the Imperial court of Triere, or Trèves,
had once taken part in a military mission in the northern reaches of that Empire, a
punishment expedition by the Roman legions against troublesome Germanic tribes.
Unlike Yeats who only pretended not to be involved in politics, Ausonius was truly
uninterested in the destiny of other humanities. Out of that great Legionary military
expedition where many poor Germanic riverside villagers must have died, or been taken
as slaves, Ausonius wrote an epic poem about fish, celebrating all the fish of the Moselle
river. Mosella became his most celebrated poem for at least a thousand years:
‘Nec te puniceo rutilantum viscere, salmo,
Transierim, latae cuius vaga verbera caudae
Gurgite de medio summas referunter in undas,
Occultus placido cum proditur acquire pulsus’

which roughly means:

(lines 97-100)

‘Nor will I pass you by, O salmon with flesh of rosy red, the random
strokes of whose broad tail from the mid-depths are reproduced upon
the surface, when the still water’s face betrays thy hidden course’ (trans:
Hugh G. Evelyn White, Heinemann, 1919).

The poem continues in like manner for four hundred and eighty-three lines. In its
crowning ordinariness it is Ausonius’s major achievement, exciting his contemporaries
so much that between AD350 and AD390 they compared him to Virgil. As Gibbons
commented in his Rise and Fall of the Roman Empire, that Ausonius’s companions
thought so highly of his work does condemn the taste of his Age. Ausonius also wrote
excitedly about oysters, childbirth, medicine (his father had been a physician), and
the great cities of the Empire. Untroubled by the world, the poet lived a long life,
cultivating his magnificent wine estates north of Bordeaux and writing inoffensive if
technically perfect lyrics.
© Thomas McCarthy
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He died in his late nineties at the beginning of the Fifth Century AD. His ordinariness
and domesticity has been condemned by European scholars for more than one and
a half thousand years. His career, therefore, is a unique achievement in sustained
critical abuse.

But in the world we now find ourselves living in as poets, there are no mediating
distances. The life of others is immediate. There are no ‘orientalising’ excuses – or
‘making strange’ in this world, as the poet Seamus Heaney used to say. In this era of
high anxiety, of CNN, Al Jazeera and France24, is there something the contemporary
poet can learn from the indifference of poor islanders and the political silence of a
Classical poet? Perhaps there is. It may be this – or, let me put it this way, a poem is
not a representative viewpoint: it is a thing made from an inner compulsion. There
is a whole cadre of well-meaning, kind-hearted people who think poetry should
advance their causes. The fact is, causes destroy poetry more quickly than almost
anything else, more quickly, even, than Fascism or tyrannies of any kind. Dear God,
protect poets from Causes. They are worse than alcoholism in the decline of a poet’s
mind. Causes, Fascism and Tyranny all belong to the same category of action, the
public realm. I’m not saying they’re morally equivalent. They are not. But they are
technically equivalent. In recent months of self-isolation, I’ve been tidying and culling
my library. I intend to throw out at least a thousand books before I’ve done with the
job. I’ve been checking-through, therefore, a whole sequence of turgid anthologies of
Irish nationalist poetry; all those beautiful, expensively-bound green anthologies of
Irish poetry published from 1848 until, roughly, 1924. Why 1924, I wonder? Ah, Yes!
Yeats’ Nobel Prize and the teaching instrument that was the Nobel Prize in serious
Irish literary discourse at that time.

In 1924 a worldly, calm Swedish mirror was held up to Irish poetry, causing the secondrate and the provincial to be burned off. The ballad-makers fell away, those patriotic
second-rate purveyors of group feeling, and only poetic art that was personal, urgent,
immortal, came to the forefront. After Yeats, Irish poetry had to become personal. In
the following decades Irish poets and would-be writers left their country in droves,
escaping not physical tyranny, but an oppressive and stifling national orthodoxy that
encouraged patriotic and group-think. As the writer Seán O Faoláin once observed,
an Irish writer’s personal life began on the Ferry between Dublin and Holyhead in
the UK. That journey into a private realm, away from the public urgencies of Ireland,
is well documented in the work of Joyce, Beckett, Edna O’Brien and John McGahern.
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Yet, don’t think I am canvassing an indifference to the world, or an indifference to
suffering. We share a common humanity and the exercise of pity in the face of suffering
is one of the very things that distinguish human life from mere animal life. Human
empathy makes us what we are as humans and poetry emerges from this human
zone. Poetry is that sentient part of being-in-the-world. Poetry, though, is urgently an
aesthetic thing, a response to urges within us to complete our reality; to be confirmed
in our existence by the art we make.

The most compelling aspect of the poetic impulse is its urgency to be created. It
yearns to be written within us, it is an act of completion in that truly psychic sense.
But isn’t it amazing how we still canvass poetry as if it should represent persons
other than the poet? I have constantly done this, in review after review after review
– Reading my reviews over the last forty years I can see that I often named a cause or
a public purpose in praising some poet when I should have concentrated on the text
at hand, the materials inside, the pigments that made the poem. There is no end to it,
and I probably won’t stop now, at this late stage in my life. When reviewing, you make
an effort to canvass support for some poet you admire, a poet you wish to see praised
more widely, a poet you hope might be ‘taken up’ more by an indifferent world. We
all do this, but this is our inner politician at work. The fact is, the aptness, the excellence,
the private greatness, we find in really good poems by others is so intimately a
personal thing that it can’t be advocated on the level at which it’s been written. Its
privacy defies publicity. Poems defy the kind of rhetoric we want them to have. Poems
represent themselves before they represent anything else.
It is difficult to see the privacy of the poetic impulse in some poets, such as Neruda
or Seferis for whom public suffering was a very real private suffering, but you can see
it plainly in Pasternak or Sylvia Plath. Poets sometimes become the embodiment of a
cause, the voice of a cause or a national movement. But this embodiment is always the
result of a conscription drive within the literary ranks: the poem has become needed
by a public urgency. But the poem was always private before it became public. Hard
to make good people, highly motivated people, aware of this. And when you do make
them aware they think you’re being selfish, self-serving, bourgeois. Poets don’t have
this honest conversation with enthusiastic, well-meaning people. It is too painful,
and the young especially come away from such conversations feeling betrayed.
© Thomas McCarthy
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There is a kind of frenzy abroad in poetry, and in the arts generally. It is comparable
to the Communist frenzy among young writers in the Thirties, Forties and Fifties: is
your poetry for us or against us, are you part of our Popular Front or is your poetry
an enemy of history? My reply: Hey mister, is the milkweed that feeds the butterfly
for us or against us, is the stonechat turning stones in its search for insects for or
against history? Poetry is for all of it, butterfly, stonechat, history; but, let’s be honest,
like the music of Mahler, it is mainly for itself. And it constantly yearns to be firstrate, this is its urgent mission. Just remember this – and don’t forget it, ever -- poetry
is an urgently personal thing long before it enters any public realm

Poetry, Memory and the Party by Thomas McCarthy, published in 2022.
It is available here: https://gallerypress.com/product/poetry-memory-and-the-party/
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IRISH ARTIST

EMMA BARONE
https://www.emmabarone.com/
https://www.facebook.com/emmabaroneartist
https://www.instagram.com/emma.barone
https://twitter.com/emmabarone

Thank you
Emma Barone
the Irish Artist who has
contributed 88 cover artworks
for Live Encounters Poetry & Writing since March 2016.

Emma Barone is a contemporary visual artist based in Birr, Ireland. She makes
still life and contemporary landscape paintings in acrylic on canvas. She studied
animation and has an eclectic design background that ranges from interior
design to architectural ceramics, and from kitchen design to jewellery design.
Barone’s work has been featured in various publications including The Irish
Arts Review, Live Encounters Magazine, Senior Times, House and Home, and the
Sunday Independent; and she has published two books in collaboration with the
Hennessy Award winning writer, Eileen Casey. Emma has exhibited extensively
throughout Ireland, with 22 solo exhibitions under her belt along with a host
of group shows, her work is in private and public collections including the
Amsterdam World Trade Centre, Midlands Regional Hospital, Offaly County
Council, Tullamore DEW Visitors Centre & The Irish Hospice Foundation.
All Emma’s work is connected, People know her for her unique style of painting.

Strong colours, imagery and the way that they amalgamate are consistent in all
her work, past and present. Elements of trees, water, space, sky, the microcosm
of nature weren’t intentional, they just appeared in the paintings as if there
was a higher power at work. Her inspiration comes from actually doing the
work along with the colour combinations and the way it all works together
in creative harmony. Emma is currently studying Expressive Arts Therapy and
hopes to integrate this into her practice.
Emma Barone
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GIVE THEM BACK

ANNA YIN
Anna Yin was Mississauga’s Inaugural Poet Laureate (2015-17) and has authored five poetry collections and one collection of
translations: Mirrors and Windows (Guernica Editions 2021). Anna won the 2005 Ted Plantos Memorial Award, two MARTYs, two
scholarships from USA and grants from Ontario Arts Council and Canadian Arts Council. Her poems/translations have appeared
at Queen’s Quarterly, ARC Poetry, New York Times, China Daily, CBC Radio, Literary Review of Canada etc. She has designed and
instructed Poetry Alive with multimedia since 2011. She read on Parliament Hill, at Austin International Poetry Festival, Edmonton
Poetry Festival and universities in China, Canada and USA etc. More on her website: https://www.annapoetry.com/

Give Them Back
A poem to Yan Li
So much has been taken from you
when you were still a boy
who watched your grandpa set fire
to burn his collections of papers, paintings and books…
The fire lasted a whole night with his deadly-pale face.
The dawning sunlight could not save him,
so much was broken, he took himself away soon after.
In another country, four decades later,
I, a later-blooming poet and greenhorn translator,
absorb your poetry and paintings in volumes:
A marble-mature man with a crystal-humble heart,
finger pointing at the sky in the skyscraper city,
asks the universe unbearable questions:
What is wrong with this world?
What happened, happens and will happen?
What else is left?
Give them back, the space and the sky!
Give them back, the people and the spirit!
Give them back, the voices and the stories!
Give them all back…
The boy grew up as a poet and painter —
paints us his canvas of colours and cantos.

Anna Yin. Photo Credit: Roy Marques.
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GEORGE SAND

ANNE M CARSON
Anne M Carson is a poet, essayist and visual artist whose poetry has been published internationally, and widely in Australia,
receiving numerous awards including winning and shortlisting in the Martha Richardson medal, and a shortlisting in the 2022
Newcastle Poetry Prize. Her work has been broadcast on national and community radio and she has curated a programme
of poems on disability on ABC’s Poetica programme. Recent publications include Massaging Himmler: A Poetic Biography of
Dr Felix Kersten (Hybrid), and Two Green Parrots (Ginnindera Press). The Detectives Chair is forthcoming from Liquid Amber
Press in 2023. One of her poems has been set to choral music, and she has collaborated with a classical pianist in a number of
poetry/piano story tellings. She has initiated a number of poetry-led social justice projects, including The River Project Soiree
as a fundraiser for the RiverKeepers and a greeting card as fundraiser for the Carbon Positive Charity. She is a PhD candidate in
Creative Writing at RMIT, writing a poetic biography of George Sand.

George Sand describes
Grandmama’s boudoir
1820, Nohant
Persian floral wall paper, grand, Louis XVth
bed, styled as a chariot, fit to carry a queen
on her nightly sojourn. Four-posted with
bouquets of plumes in the corners.

It is upholstered, double curtained, hung
with scalloped fabric, softened with bolsters
and pillows. Her nightly ritual is solemn,
ceremonial, conducted over two hours and

requiring two chambermaids. She is dressed
in champagne-hued quilted satin camisoles

and lace bonnets. She is adorned in ecru
ribbon rosettes, daubed with lily of the valley

perfumes and lavender eau-de-toilettes behind
the ear, on the inner wrist. The special nighttime rings are slipped gently onto her fingers,
the snuff box dedicated to overnight use is
slipped in beside her. The hands that tucked
and tied are soft, the voices murmur and
Anne M Carson
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continued overleaf...
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George Sand describes
Grandmama’s boudoir
whisper – nothing harsh or disturbing. When
she is bedecked and beribboned to her fastidious
satisfaction, the serving women plump her
pile of pillows so she can sleep sitting up,

in state, taking her queenly repose. They take
leave on delicate feet, careful not to disturb.

ANNE M CARSON

...contd

Lying under Chopin’s piano,
George Sand remembers grandmama
Paris, 1840s
His fingers are not stiff and knuckley like hers
were. His notes do not cost him like hers did.
Brilliante is no longer animal warmth at my

back. But lying under the instrument while
Chopin plays, brings her into the salon – her
quavery voice, the golden warmth of her notes.
I had the best of her then … must drag myself
back from ghosts to hear the beauty that my
darling pours over me. He may be crotchety,
he may moan his way through life, but he can
play, he can play like a god. Today it’s his
Preludes, liquid salve for anguished souls.
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ANNE M CARSON

George Sand talks about
Chopin riding Donkey
Nohant France, 1840s
Perched on Donkey’s back,
pampered with plumped
cushions for his delicate

derrière and rugs for his bony
shoulders and knees. His hair
is curled just so, his white
gloves are pristine as ever.
I have to jovial Chop Chop
outdoors, shoo him away

along, sedate, serious, happy to
be part of the family. Maurice
and Sol run circles around them
as exuberant after rainy days as
corks expelled from bottles.
Eugène and I stride out, talking

paints, canvasses and whether
Maurice has enough skill and
verve to make art his profession.

from the piano and his endless
revising of pieces which found
their form days ago. He needs
sun to rouge his cheeks, fresh
air to blow mean spirits
out of him. Donkey clip clops
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ACCOUNTING

BETSY MARS
Betsy Mars is a prize-winning poet, a nascent photographer, an editor at Gyroscope Review, and an occasional small publisher.
Her poetry has recently appeared or is upcoming in ONE ART, Sheila-Na-Gig, Panoply, Anti-Heroin Chic, and Rat’s Ass Review,
among others. In 2021 Betsy’s poems were nominated for Best of the Net as well as the Pushcart prize. Her photos have appeared
in RATTLE’s Ekphrastic Challenge, Redheaded Stepchild, Red Flag Poetry, and Spank the Carp. Betsy is the author of Alinea (Picture
Show Press) and co-author of In the Muddle of the Night (Arroyo Seco Press) with Alan Walowitz.

Accounting
The mysterious depths of the front seat
underspace, where, when necessary
to break up a fight or monotony,
my mother would reach and pluck out
another book or toy from the bargain bin.
None survived the cross-country trip
and only one remains in memory.
Maybe all those notebook entries
(Kids’ toys 25 cents)
are now accounted for,
but only the rubber dachshund
lingers - his maple skin like taffy,
body so slim, pliable
in my child hands still learning
to handle harder things.

Betsy Mars
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BETSY MARS

Inklings

Dusk Downpour During Pandemic

You don’t have to understand
said the noise inside my head
or was it God
to my sleeping mind, pen
afraid to put one word
in front of another again.

We shelter, gauging the weather
by the urgency of the windchimes.

A dream of forward
I had no paper to lay out
a map for my life
and blundered ahead
nonetheless
dropping ink
like litter
to find my way back.
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Suburban house, concrete drive
cracking. Broken foundation a frenzy
of ants in rain-sodden nurseries,
dragging their eggs to drier ground.

The sail that shades the sun in summer
billows in this muddied spring –
a triangle pinned to termite-infested beams –
while our marriage splits in two,

deaths multiply. Another siren screams nearby.
I’ve seen the tents outside the hospital,
the rivulets, the overflow we’ve carried
on without resistance, listen to the squall.

© Betsy Mars
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SEASONAL CHANGE

BOB HERZ
Bob Herz is editor/publisher of Nine Nile Magazine and Nine Mile books, with colleague-poets Stephen Kuusisto and Andrea
Scarpino. He is a graduate of the Iowa Writers Workshop and has published three books of his own poetry and three books of
translations (Jules LaForgue, Georg Trakl, an anthology of various poets). He lives and works in LaFayette, NY.

Seasonal Change
1.

I wonder about seasons. I mean, not in relation to each other,
The way you’d think about animals in relation
To the cart they pull, and how they change
Every so often, etc., but rather
As the driver come to town, a few friends
Slapping him on the back as he buys a first round,
The lady he calls on, who resists him or maybe doesn’t,
Or doesn’t in imagination, so that maybe the real question here
Is not about affection, or sequence, but timing.
Think of this as its image perhaps: as snowfall on mud,
As greenery washed out in the flood.
2.

Bob Herz
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I know there are people whom stasis troubles
When we talk like this, edging their lives carefully
Between water and land, the air colder at each step,
Their breath blue, as at the first snow,
And the air granular aground them, like something seen
After a long time, or like an illness that lingers
(One imagines the particulate emotions, the archaisms:
The lines, the trudging, back and forth as if
To a labor camp, the long coughs); and now back to the driver,
He’s not that big a man, that surprised me,
Not tall, that is, but he is very broad, like a large wood chip.
Here’s an image of him: fur-lined cap, boots, gloves,
Who watches these people sadly, for whom
He must always be a temptation to troubling feeling,
The way the far hills trouble the present landscape.
continued overleaf...
© Bob Herz
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Seasonal Change

BOB HERZ

...contd

3.

There are lights behind me, where my house is,
And on the meadows in summer
You can sometimes hear it, the thump-thump sound
Over the sound of bees, like a large human heart:
An ax. Someone cutting trees. Down through the meadow,
When I run there, I bring my hand forward, chopping air,
And so I could, when I say “time of year,”
As easily mean individual moments, not seasons.
It’s like this in memory too, when we pass from
Desire as sequence to a kind of nocturne,
Individual moments that make memory
A movement as on a train passing through...
Here are the tracks measuring each interval’s momentum—
Here is the sand rushing out of the hourglass,
That old crab walking sideways!
And here’s a seasonal change: beyond the hills, more hills.

4.

When I was a boy, there were hills then water,
And down by the water
You could look back and see the hills as mountains,
As something loved by color in the early morning
And in the evening, with that blue that covered everything.
For a time, I argued to have my room
Painted blue, like that. But they kept the wallpaper,
Which showed people, and landscape;
I always thought of them as Ukrainian immigrants,
What with the musical instruments and sad Catholic smiles.
After a time the smiles got me: What did they know that I didn’t?
Now I walk back and forth in a blue room, thinking about freedom,
About what we have and what we’ve lost,
Already feeling like half an immigrant myself,
Ready to flee from freedom to freedom and then—
God help me—to come back again.

continued overleaf...
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Seasonal Change

BOB HERZ

...contd

5.

A man is speaking to a crowd of people. They are so quiet
You can hear the sound of waves
Breaking on the shore beyond the near hills.
Someone or something has died, someone or something
That will always be with them is gone forever.
They are standing in the snow, wearing
Blue parkas and red woollen mittens,
And something is beating against them,
Tearing apart the shorelines of their hearts.They continue
To stand there through moonglow. The man continues to speak.
Inside my house, which is blue now, blue in this
Light of strangers, a woman touches a man
Who has fallen asleep. He asks what time it is,
And she answers him with the heart’s sure story,
At intervals, till morning.

Partial Essay On Weather
Here’s the problem, morning’s
Quickness, sky’s hardness, clouds
Distant and like the paintings
Of clouds, all generalities;

And further down the street, stamping
Its foot impatiently: a horse.
Ah colleagues, students
Of laudanum and weather, white
Losses drifting down, signifying
The vast incompleteness of things,
What covers us covers also
This horse: What the sky means
Is this falling into history.

O horse, horse: bleak conditional,
Temporization.
		
I despise the man who owns
That horse, if he is a Christian;
And doubly, if he is not. For to write,
To live, is to wish for better
Weather, and shelter for horses.
To write, to live, is to think
Constantly of horses, of
The thud of hoof, and tendon’s

Intricate motion, arranging it, which comes
Like a judgment: This is human, this not ...
continued overleaf...
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Partial Essay On Weather

BOB HERZ

...contd

But what, besides the general statement,
Merits our love? Even as we sit
Arguing this point
There’s been an explosion—at the bank!
Now there is only the sound
Of the horse’s hoof, and of
Bodies falling into snow, from history.

Ah horse, horse, horse of God,
Horse of Love, horse
Of mad escapes into History: The snow deepens,
As all night we wait for
That fleeing outlaw, the eschaton.

©Mark Ulyseas

Photograph by Mark Ulyseas.
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SOLITUDE

EDWARD CARUSO
Edward Caruso is based in Melbourne, Australia. Publications where his work can be found include: A Voz Limpia, Australian
Multilingual Writing Project, ‘La Bottega della Poesia’ (La Repubblica, Italy), Burrow, Communion, Kalliope X, Live Encounters,
Mediterranean Poetry, Meniscus, StylusLit, TEXT, Unusual Work and Well-Known Corners: Poetry on the Move. His second collection
of poems, Blue Milonga, was published by Hybrid Publishers in January 2019.

Solitude
Stranger heaping wood over scorched earth,
logs burned as readily as kindling.
With every blaze you’ve lit,
brambles encroach on this charred scrub.
Axe blows deeper into felled trunks,
with each heave the blade
strikes, the arc of your swing
beyond the furnace
from which the blistering metal
of your blade, extracted,
hammered into a sharpened edge,
unleashes its sparks.

Edward Caruso
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Perpetual dance

Lookout

Last night we were on a bus to nowhere.
Orange light bathed the buildings of via San Vitale.

from this bench
wild artichokes in bloom
city skyline in view

You talked of emotions,
of finding your way through an overcast solitude,
premonitions of your grandfather dying
after a shot of whiskey,
and finding him sitting upright
on his balcony as the sun was going down.
Pax.

On a journey to nowhere you’ll talk
of some forgotten writer
who wrote about the smell of hay
on a morning the sun dared to rise.

You’ll wake me at 2 am with the same urgency
as on that packed bus
from which you’d disembarked,
so I could follow you towards a white sun,
your grandfather’s last bottle
of Malvasia Bianca infused with camomile flowers
to be downed in the open.
Never give up,
this torrid heat,
with its intense visions
of a reeling,
creaking metropolis
left behind,
an abrupt halt of the breath
before hillsides that ignore talk of being scaled.
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we’d come each week
& you’d scale
these ever-steepening paths
challenges that still exist
as a brown snake
now crosses the bike path ahead

to confess what I could never share
as long as we kept in mind
difficult moments
that eventually brought laughter

you liked to doze beneath a bayside sun
surf your melody
mine the sound of a page
rustled by a southerly
as I close this notebook
before turning back alone
grass stems conversing in our place
their shadows more distinct than ours
on a downhill ride
another brown snake
I brake hard

back at the lookout
an abandoned bench
where you’d wait for me
© Edward Caruso
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THE ACCORDION MAN

EILEEN CASEY
Originally from the Midlands, based in South Dublin, Casey’s poetry is widely published in anthologies by Dedalus, New Island,
Faber & Faber, The Nordic Irish Studies Journal, Jelly Bucket (USA), Orbis (UK), PigHog Press, Abridged, The Ulster Tatler Literary
Review, Poetry Ireland Review, among others. Poetry awards include: The Oliver Goldsmith International Poetry Prize, The
Hannah Greally Award (Roscommon Libraries), and a Patrick and Katherine Kavanagh Fellowship, among others. Received an
Arts Council Agility Award, 2021 and a Heinrich Boll residency (Archill Island). She is a regular contributor to poetry journals and
magazines. ‘Bog Treasure’ (Arlen House), her sixth poetry collection formed part of an exhibition ‘The Strange Case of The Irish
Elk’ in collaboration with Canadian Sculptor, Curator, and Anthropologist Jeanne Cannizzo. Supported by an Arts Council Project
Development Award, the exhibition went on show in Vancouver (BC) in September, 2021.

The Accordion Man
Fuchsia bridesmaids’ dresses on tailor’s dummies;
a white gown veiled by yards of tulle. Dry-cleaned
regret? Betrayal from a tin man’s cold heart?
Bellow strap undone, the accordion man widens
accordion pleats, releases trapped notes.
Somewhere Over the Rainbow flies
birdlike over Main Street.
His ringed fingers slide across buttons,
glossy as a black swan’s feather.
Notes on hold an extra yard, swoons us
into dreaming spaces. Beyond Bucharest
bushels of walnuts fall into green grasses.
I enter Sue Ryder’s Charity Shop,
chorus strain on replay follows me inside.
Over and over and over that rainbow;

leather strapped handbags sag on a hook.
Clasps have enough engine power to drive Sunday
buses to Knock Shrine. Women finger rosary
beads, pray devout tunes. Lacquered perms.
Rouge on cheeks and lips. Ham sandwiches
washed down with flasks of tea. Recipe cards
shuffled with Patron Saints, Queen of the May.
Gossip sucks down like boiled sweets.
Bitter-sweet lemon drop taste.

I exit the shop; Dorothy in search of her Emerald City.
The accordion man smiles, a dazzle of gold glints.
Eileen Casey
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GAME DAY

EMILIE COLLYER
Emilie Collyer lives in Australia on unceded Wurundjeri Country where she writes across and between poetry, prose and performance.
Her work is published and produced widely. Her debut full-length poetry collection is published in 2022 by Vagabond Press:
Do you have anything less domestic? Emilie is a current PhD candidate at RMIT where she is researching feminist creative
practice.

Game day
none of the strategies will work
it will rain on game day

ball slippery as a newborn
none of them know how to handle
grasping at torsos like tree trunks
they will keep kicking slant
seeking a pocket on the edge
of play but only finding

scrubby tackles and stoppages
it will be as if all the training
has been

for nothing

captain playing with a strapped thumb
one player off then another

blood rule
head snapped by an elbow
crash onto mud-stuck ground
straight kicks will wander
always finding themselves behind
as if they have forgotten

Emilie Collyer
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Game day

EMILIE COLLYER

contd...

clench of loss grips tight
they will want to cry and some of them will
in homes on couches they will want
to cry and some of them will

others will grab whatever slamming object
can absorb the hurt for a moment
maybe reach for it
slam it
and
once more
saying
piece of shit team
or the boys tried hard
either way the next game
will come
how to wait
that’s what matters
for the breeze to shift
or for the foot to steady
kicking into the wind

corner of yellow
crowds like dazed sheep
gallery dream state just because
tourism because fame
but also the moments of arrest

a corner of yellow peels open a hole
shapes seem to sing
make you sad or gasp in recognition
a falling in love		

teenage you
the top corridor room
pushing charcoal onto page
follow the curve

you drew ordinary people
old women park bench
guys at the local footy club
your best friend her shiny hair

last night television Rohingya refugees
a camp in Bangladesh
kids play net strung over dirt
keen bean boy eyes shining

excited at the camera
he wants to be a soccer player
practices whenever he can
he has no parents they were killed

continued overleaf...
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EMILIE COLLYER

corner of yellow

contd...

that paralysis
why anything when that boy
why painting why writing
because soccer

reading Paulo Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed
you are on a fulcrum
are you oppressor or oppressed
what you can access is real it is material

walk out into calm streets
evening lit gold by the sky
in this suburb
would you walk alone after dark?

the question is not just about your body
in the suburbs at night, who else can’t walk freely
and you are both the person who can’t
walk free and the person who always can

you were terrible at art
but how you loved those classes
quiet work benches charcoal dust
fingers sunlight through glass

©Mark Ulyseas

Street art, Hanoi. Photograph by Mark Ulyseas.
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TET EVE

GARY FINCKE
Gary Fincke’s collection After the Three-Moon Era, won the 2013 Jacar Press Poetry Prize. Other collections have won university
press prizes sponsored by Ohio State, Michigan State, Arkansas, and Stephen F. Austin. Individual poems have been published in
Harper’s, The Paris Review, Poetry, The Georgia Review, The Kenyon Review, Ploughshares, and other such national magazines.

Tet Eve
This morning, a woman whose voice
I hadn’t heard for fifty years called
to tell me that she’d read my poem
that used her dead husband’s name,
her tone so clipped it sounded as if
she was imagining a tiny package
holding nothing but my greasy heart.

The poem described that named boy
and me, college seniors who believed
the menial work forced upon us was
a sort of simulated death, what a dean
had decided we dearly needed.
When my friend Googled his name,
she said, the title appeared, inflecting
those words into an encrypted curse.
As punishment, to give us humility,
we had been made to sweep floors
and collect trash, both of us sober
on a Saturday, twenty-one and proud,
by five p.m., that we had completed
ten hours of service as a lenient
sentence for petty, bad behavior.

Gary Fincke
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Because it was February, we’d called
six hundred minutes the “sunshine shift,”
returning our tools in the near-dark
and standing, for once, among men
who worked weekends at a job
they’d never foreseen as boys, doing
the small, but necessary work that
we wouldn’t be repeating, not if we
used our brains to earn our comfort.

continued overleaf...
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Tet Eve

GARY FINCKE

contd...

Soon, those men scattered to cars
they idled toward warmth, windshields
clearing bottom to top in rising moons.
From the back of campus, we faced
two miles of walking to where friends
would be sharing beer and music,
and whether it was the twilight cold
or the simple solidarity of work,
one car door opened as an offer.
“Where to?” that driver said, the two
of us crowding beside him upon
a stiff bench seat, the heater full-blast
on our feet while my friend guided him
through one light and two left turns,
shaking his hand before spilling us
into the just-beginning snow still
blocks from our Greek-lettered house.
As if my friend wanted that janitor
to believe we weren’t the spoiled sons
of distant fathers, he kept us standing
in front of a cheap apartment until
that car u-turned and disappeared.
And maybe, because that boy, now
nameless here, kept talking about
how well we’d cleaned, his bare hands
gesturing in the flurries, he was
already enlisting, his future so close
and so brief, it was forever forming
that woman’s brutal, celebratory grief.
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Safety Measures
During the first summer
of the Salk vaccine, whether
we entered the woods
or not, our mother, each night,
examined us for ticks.
She made us stalk and swat
every fly our screen door
carelessness had invited in.
Over and over, she warned us
never to swallow the water
of the lake where we swam.
Not once, that year, did she
discover an embedded tick.
The flies, eventually, would
transform into sitting targets.
But one afternoon, vigilance,
with bullhorn and uniforms,
ordered us out of the water.
Firemen had arrived to sling
and lower a grappling hook,
making passes from a boat
they had expertly launched.

An exercise, our mother said,
for practice, and made us watch,
shivering, as if those volunteers
had turned the clouds into twilight,
a chill, though she wrapped us
in towels, clinging to our groins.
At last, the firemen brought up
a body, the lake water pouring
from its limp arms and legs
as they extended their arms
to embrace it, securing the dead.
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contd...

One man knelt and began
to knead. My mother crouched
behind us, her fingers gripping
and releasing our shoulders
in that rehearsal’s rhythm,
until, when that boat docked,
she removed her hands, stood,
and began to applaud, the sound
of approval rippling through 					
the scattering of onlookers,
then going so quickly faint
that when she stopped, what
we could still hear seemed
to come from underwater.

Open Carry
A Times Square crowd broke and bolted following a car’s backfire
				— News Item
Yesterday, at our local grocery,
my wife pointed out three
open-carrier families, the armed
walking beside small children
who squabbled over whose
turn it was to push bright red

future-customer shopping carts.
Our neighborhood, last night,
peered from darkened windows
at the sound of knocking going
door-to-door after nine p.m.
Text messages lit our bedroom,
uneasy flurried to fear
like a forecasted winter storm
until all of us were overheard.

Tomorrow, my daughter will return
to the church where her art school
for children, four to fourteen, is housed
two blocks from last weekend’s
mass shooting at her grocery store.
She knew a victim, one of the dead.

continued overleaf...
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GARY FINCKE

contd...

She said she felt saved, for now,
by ordinary delays, her dog slow
to finish, a load of towels not quite dry.

This week, she says, the mediums
will be water color and acrylic painting,
projects arranged by age and experience.
She expects scatterings of queries
about security, mothers who will
notice the homeless served lunch
by the parish, a father who will ask
about the weekly AA meeting
held inside a downstairs room,
whether, now, she will consider

locations dedicated exclusively to art,
or, at least, her plan for emergencies,
the details of the lockdown drills
she will ask his daughters to master,
testing, as he speaks, the strength
of the door, the challenge of its lock.

©Mark Ulyseas

St. Joseph’s Cathedral, entrance door, Hanoi. Photograph by Mark Ulyseas.
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A LEVEE TO ABSENCE

JAMES WALTON
James Walton is published in many anthologies, journals, and newspapers. He has been shortlisted for the ACU National Poetry
Prize, the MPU International Poetry Prize, The James Tate Prize, and the Ada Cambridge Prize. Four collections of his poetry have
been published. He was nominated for ‘The Best of the Net’ 2019, and was a Pushcart Prize 2021 nominee. He is a winner of the
Raw Art Review Chapbook Prize. His fifth poetry collection, Snail Mail Cursive, will be published by Ginninderra Press shortly.

Early Winter, June storm
No electricity. This failed proof.
Wind and ocean boom in from the south.
On the shallow reef waves churn counter clockwise
lost for hemisphere. The sea shreds dreams,
Scandi furniture swept beyond the point.
The great night settles wraps coast and land,
for forty hours a stagger of centuries
turns on and off while tide and air detonate.

A fontanelle sun illuminates horizons,
a broken rainbow drifts. Under the peppermint gum
a ring tail possum is hard and cold,
the white point if its tail in exclamation.
I carry the form cradle like, beneath the longhand
of leafless silver birches now letters to a friend –
the paws folded in acolyte worship,
to a soft place beneath the strawberry tree.

Deep into mulch. A layer of sweet blossom and sour fruit
to delay the remorseless fox. The garage door incessant,
in dis chord of striking back and forth
and on a makeshift hassock ponder the reach,
as birds chime renewal through a fog witness
the bleak erasure opening a hymnal surround –
unspoken things are laid to rest ancient trees lie shattered,
how light prevails in a fragile summons.

James Walton
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JAMES WALTON

A Levee to Absence
the cards are brief this year
in shallow condolence
a levee to absence, broken

supernumerary to how and why
between twig and wake
this inconvenient bird

yet visit as though gentle as
the first faint call
the quiet summons to duty,

wily and propped against
a door of feathers for words
open notebook of hours

the scattered sorrow
left for salvage
how they talk of passing

steadfast the whether of breaks
the happiest dispersed
days drag through cement
mercury for the veins of us
caught in winter, November

a rustle of dark, nests
then stirs unbeckoned
daubed as it must be

I sit the post waiting
sandbagging against breach

veers without season
too cold for painting
this colour we were

a dash to break a sentence
run for cover, highlight
crimson for specifics

an outline to bridge
this stalling year’s account
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JAMES WALTON

I wanted to say
It seemed a long time
that slow bulk carrier swan rise
wing drawn idling years
the season always summoning
us away to the other landing site
tantalising until the stalling crash
against the slide of doorway there
you see yourself exposed
diminished scrabbling down from impact
lost mid- flight legs up
every fault for display
on your back then considering
turbulence beating without rhythm
wondering at such familiarity
looking on ourselves stunned in transit
rolling backwards the glassy night sky
above and mirrored for arrival
as the faces of so many
you in there amongst them
look out to your departure
the porch light globe exhausted

Photo credit: https://pixabay.com/photos/swan-flight-begin-water-splash-4028727/
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PROSE POEMS

JOHN PHILIP DRURY
John Philip Drury is the author of four full-length poetry collections: The Disappearing Town and Burning the Aspern Papers (both
from Miami University Press), The Refugee Camp (Turning Point Books), and most recently Sea Level Rising (Able Muse Press). He
has also written Creating Poetry and The Poetry Dictionary, both from Writer’s Digest Books. His awards include an Ingram
Merrill Foundation fellowship, two Ohio Arts Council grants, and the Bernard F. Conners Prize from The Paris Review. He was born
in Cambridge, Maryland, and grew up in Bethesda, raised by his mother and a former opera singer she called her cousin but secretly
considered her wife. After dropping out of college and losing his draft deferment during the Vietnam War, he enlisted in the Army
to learn German and served undercover in the West German Refugee Camp near Nuremberg. He used benefits from the GI Bill to
earn degrees from Stony Brook University, the Writing Seminars at Johns Hopkins, and the Iowa Writers’ Workshop. After teaching
at the University of Cincinnati for 37 years, he is now an emeritus professor and lives with his wife, fellow poet LaWanda Walters, in
a hundred-year-old house on the edge of a wooded ravine.

Fishing Pier and Hunting Lodge
An old man in hip boots stands in shallow water, just before it merges into the Chesapeake
Bay, reeling in his fishing line and then casting again, re-baiting as the need arises with
chunks of peeler crab he keeps in a pocket. He’s catching rockfish, the Maryland term
for striped bass. He looks old, but he will get much older and toward the end of his life
will build his own sailboat and sail alone on the bay. He looks at home standing in the
water but does not know how to swim. Like other watermen, his skills involve staying
afloat, keeping his vessel from capsizing, tonging for oysters and pulling up crab traps.
He served for fifty years as commander of the Maryland Oyster Fleet, which means
that above all else he’s a politician. He’s wearing a floppy hat because it’s sunny, but
wind has started blowing, so he’s tied the hat under his bristly chin.
His daughter, the opera singer, has inherited his beautiful curls. Her press releases
claim he’s a singer too, but his performances usually take place at night, on a boat or
in the yacht club, when he’s drinking and belts out “Old Man River.” She’s given up
touring for the time being and is wading in the bay, tentative in her black swimsuit
that shows off her buxom figure. She’s learning how to swim. My mother, wearing a
bathing cap and a frilly pink swimsuit, is teaching her, encouraging her to relax while
she cradles her in her arms.
My father, a skinny veteran who wants to be a singer, is fishing on a rickety, zig-zag
pier, but unlike Captain Amos he’s not catching anything. He’s singing, but the wind
is picking up strength and I can’t hear the words, although it sounds like a straining
attempt at an aria.

I’m sitting by myself about halfway down the pier, wishing I could swim but prohibited
because of the ointment and bandage on the back of my right knee where a spider bit
me. At least that’s how the two Carolyns—the singer and my mother—have diagnosed
the oozing pustule, which looks like a miniature volcano.

John Philip Drury
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Fishing Pier and Hunting Lodge

JOHN PHILIP DRURY

...contd

The scene has taken on a glow, like a picture in a tiny shrine, lit by a votive candle. My
wife would call it a “flashbulb memory.” It reminds me of Proust, how tripping over
the uneven paving stones in the Baptistery of San Marco recalls a similar stumble in
Combray. Wind invokes Wingate, a spit of uneasy land across from Lower Hooper’s
Island, which is uninhabited. I gaze at a group portrait: Captain Amos, my mother, my
father, and the “glamorous soprano” who’s come between my parents.

The wind accelerates, and clouds that appeared like a mountain range over a long,
flat island and the wide bay have nearly reached us, lightning hitting the water and
thunder grumbling. We retreat to a hunting lodge by the pier, where a caretaker
latches the shutters and locks the door. We’re all afraid, except for Captain Amos, as
rain tattoos the tin roof and wind rattles the shutters and whines under the doors
and down the chimney into the big fireplace where the caretaker lights tinder for a
fire, even though it’s August.
The funny thing is, I don’t remember the storm passing, or trotting out to the Chevrolet as
the last drops of rain peter out. The windy, sunny day on the edge of the water always
ends with a summer squall that traps us in the hunting lodge, like characters in Sartre’s
No Exit. It’s the last time we find ourselves together in one room, a temporary refuge
from the permanent storm, so I hold on and won’t let the light blow out.
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First Dream of My Mother
after Her Death
My mother often confided that when she dreamed about me, I was always nine years
old. Eventually I realized that she was nine when she watched her father commit suicide
in his rock garden. She claimed that she couldn’t remember anything before then.
My first post-mortem dream about my mother happened a few nights after she died.
Dressed in a gown tied in back, she lay on a gurney in a hospital room. The doctor
told me he was going to operate next week, and I could be present, during surgery, if I
wanted to hold her brains.
My mother was in good spirits but looked pale and felt tired. I crawled beside her on
the gurney and cuddled. “Why, thank you,” she said. “That’s my boy.”

Knick-knacks crowded the moveable bedside table. Yes, I was ready to hold her brains
in my hands, like water cupped from a fountain, and let nothing spill. I would assist
in the operation, and then I would ask my mother everything I had forgotten to ask,
gathering her thoughts and recollections.
After I got up, left the room, and started to drive away, I thought, “Wait a minute. She
was unconscious; she was in a coma. Then she got cremated. I’ve got to get back and
see her while I’ve got the chance.” But the roads went one way, and traffic was heavy,
and I kept driving farther and farther in the opposite direction, trying to find a way to
turn around, but I could never get back to the hospital parking lot.
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Disclosure about My Mother
My mother was supposed to be a boy, and she was interested in things that boys
liked, especially tools. She liked to repair things all of her life, and always kept a wellstocked tool box. She rewired broken lamps. She glued back pieces of veneer that the
antique furniture shed. She touched up the oil portraits of her ancestors, Caleb and
Priscilla, with magic markers and black ball-point pens. She was always fixing the
broken remnants of what she inherited.

But my mother, when she was little Bobby, hated the dolls her mother Sadie gave her,
although she never let on and kept the secret of her distaste to herself. The collection
of antique dolls with china heads and bisque heads and hand-sewn gowns continued
to grow as well-intentioned friends of the family bestowed more dolls upon her for
Christmas and birthdays. Eventually there was an article in The Daily Banner about
her celebrated collection, with a photograph of my unsmiling mother surrounded by
a mob of overdressed dolls.

Over and over in her life, Bobby was thwarted, prevented from doing what she might
have done. In high school, she excelled at courses in the academic track and wanted
to go to college at William and Mary. She boasted that she had the highest score on a
standardized test for high-school students in the state of Maryland. She had inherited
enough money to pay for her own higher education. But her mother forced her to go
to National Park College, a two-year school for wealthy young ladies that her sister
Sarah had attended in Washington, D.C. “Sadie made me go to a finishing school,”
Bobby said, “and it sure finished me.”
She didn’t get beyond her freshman year at National Park before events forced her
to return home to take care of her mother, who was severely injured in the automobile
accident that killed her sister, saved by the suitcase she held on her lap in the back
seat. Accidents determined much of Bobby’s life. She had to react to things that
happened to her—deaths of loved ones and the birth of an only child, unexpected
arrivals and sudden departures—and learn to be crafty and contrary, to act rashly
and impulsively, to misbehave.
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VISIONS OF A STRAWMAN

JUSTIN LOWE
Justin Lowe lives in a house called Doug where he edits poetry blog Bluepepper.

Visions of a Strawman
and the mass ranging from apprehension to terror
as always: only heightened by some others
crossing in serried ranks an invisible border
cautious of the strange fauna, the night sounds
wasting precious ammunition on the glint
of moonlight in a farmer’s grotto

and the cities emptied of the leaders and the leaderless
the myopic of heart and soul run to the hills
that echo with their wasted buckshot
and the names slowly crossed off a list
these others brought with them
a long list of those who spoke up

who dared to mark this day red letter
and were neither flattering or blithe in their appraisal
and now shown a pen and paper and asked to sign
and those who signed shot anyway
alongside those whose principles
rendered them briefly illiterate

and all of them erased
their names their words their deeds
no heroes no martyrs no graves to garland

Justin Lowe
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just the blank of a bully’s face
as his blows hit home:
kookaburras laughing at the ships unloading
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VISIONS OF A STRAWMAN

JUSTIN LOWE

Lake Tiberias
Menelaus, my friend,
you could not have written
at a worse time.

has fled into the night last seen running for the hills
draped in meagre cotton from my mother’s loom

has cracked
a whole day’s work
fresh from the kiln

and the jackals
are no longer afraid
of our dogs

if I seem ungrateful
it is because last night’s frost,
like the breath of Euridyce,

(shelved
as you know
on our old day beds, friend)

(fit
for a firewatcher
but not for the hills)

your mother’s urn among them,
all garbage now
for the gods to rummage through.
but that,
my dear Menelaus,
is not even the worst of it,

for the boy
who tended the fire,
believing it was somehow all his fault,
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JUSTIN LOWE

On the Frontier
there was no interpreter.
the last guy shot himself for reasons unknown
although we all noticed how he flinched
at even the mildest gesticulation.
there were hand signals
and the myriad triggers of a face
although in a land of bearded men
the conversations could be a little one-sided.
there was a lot of sitting around in circles
scratching at the dirt with a stick.
it is a windy country
so the conversations tended to be brief.

she understood “password” well enough
and the sharp consonant of a gun barrel
but she was led away all the same
to some wordless space where she still languishes
like any woman with an education here
it is not so easy
to scratch “interpreter” in the dust
or the conjunction “where”

there were the children
who ran between us giggling
trying to read our faces
ran to tell their parents what they saw
and there were the orphans
who saw everything and were silent.

there was no interpreter to spread the news
that they had sent another interpreter from the capital
so the morning she arrived she was asked the password
(one of the many vital details absent from her brief)
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DIALOGUE

KATE MCNAMARA
Kate McNamara is a Canberra based poet, playwright and critical theorist. Her plays have been performed internationally.
McNamara delivered the opening address to the Fourth International Conference of Women Playwrights in Galway (2001). She
was awarded the H.C Coombs Fellowship at ANU (1991) and elected to the Emeritus Faculty. She won The Banjo Patterson Award
for her short story Verity. Her published works include Leaves, The Rule of Zip (AGP) Praxis and The Void Zone (AGP). Her poetry,
short fiction and critical theory has been published in a number of anthologies including There is No Mystery (ed. K Kituai, 1998),
The Death Mook (ed. Dion Kagan, 2008) These Strange Outcrops(2020) and The Blue Nib (2020) She has also worked extensively
as an editor and has only recently returned to her first great love, poetry. McNamara is currently working on The Burning Times.

Dialogue with Bach’s Cello Concerto
in G Major
O dark-brown, velvet wings of music, your feathered notes gather in my heart like the
prelude to a storm. Were you, too, God-born in Hades, craving light and air, carving
skin back to bone, muscle, nerve, screaming, soaring across skin and ears, trembling
with memory, the ache of sound and perfection. The viscera of dreams drawn from the
arch and fall of the daemonic bow.

You sang through trees once, heard the ancient beat of the gnarled heart, the smoothrough surface of tree-skin, warm bark, transgenic; we communicate you and I; me
with my tangled roots and hair furled through branches in the green-grey gloaming; I
was leaf-blood, photosynthetic, reaching for light and the thin rain of spring; reaching
for strung notes in the canopy beyond the sky, beyond the stars as Venus sets beyond
the mountains and evening drops like a carapace. In that place of Dryads and ancient
spirits, you were shaped and orchestrated from aged wood.

In the warm bowl of your music I become, again, the original primitive, protogenetrix
of a thousand years, my genes will span the planet like lei lines, splitting and arcing
and re-configuring in the surging of music as we dance under fat moons and stars that
curl on the edges of the cosmos; we will feed on leaf mould and magic as the echo of
each note vibrates in the viscous marrow of our bones, in the hush of blood, on the
lips of the last lover; night shining in his eyes, the warm-wet flesh of endless conduits
of communion; windows of lace and lust, champagne and cognac while in the whorl of
eardrums the music traces the shell-shaped spiral of melody and tears. Beneath all the
wasted tumescence of lovers’ words, music roamed, searching and unsatisfied.

Kate McNamara
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Sound lingers on my skin, like salt slick from sea foam and then you leave but only for a
moment, silence, the Concerto waits for the beginning of the world, for the beginning of
a breath, in the stasis before the beat of a heart, it gathers itself inward. Tidal pull, the
flesh of old moons as the music curls and circles, leaving me empty with longing, speechless, husked like a seed pod and then grows as luscious as a sea-anemone and the
opalescent gleam of squid, as endless as the ocean coiled, one note flowing through
another, flooding the holes that are torn in restless nights and in a thousand bruised
tears or stars hung like crystals, strung beads amidst the bones of the white ghost
gum. Reverberating through the tomb of Orpheus, pulsing and unfulfilled amidst
shades and spirits and the majestic presence of Eurydice, unable to yield to life or the
living song of breath.
© Kate McNamara
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MOTHER HOOD

KELLY VAN NELSON
Kelly Van Nelson is the author of seven books, including #1 bestsellers Graffiti Lane, Punch and Judy, and Retrospective. Her seventh
book, The Pinstripe Prisoner, is a fiction novel, that explores prison reform and men’s mental health. Her contemporary poetry has
featured in numerous publications and her books are frequently gifted to A-list celebrities including Academy Award winners. She
is co-host of the Wordsmith Poetry Podcast and is a TEDx speaker and prominent media figure discussing socioeconomics, bullying,
domestic violence, and mental health. She is a KSP First Edition Fellowship recipient, winner of AusMumpreneur ‘Big Idea Changing the World’ Award, Roar Success Best Book and Most Powerful Influencer Awards. She is also a full-time Managing Director for
a global organisation and was a 2020 CEO Magazine Managing Director of the Year finalist and Telstra NSW Businesswoman of the
Year finalist. She is based in Sydney and is represented by Newman Agency. http://www.kellyvannelson.com/

Mother hood
I am the mother from in the hood
who once stood misunderstood
in the classroom of geography,
yet nobody could read my calligraphy
or pinpoint my soul on the map.

I was a left-handed,
disbanded, thirteen-year-old stranded
from the mean girls
with straightened out curls
scoring own goals with the teacher,
a preacher, putting eighty percent feature
on popular kids never sentenced to detention,
not the twenty percent rejection
silent in vocal projection
as raw tonsils screamed,
‘Hey teacher, leave those kids alone.’

Throw the rest of us a bone
by turning over unmarked stone
to nourish deteriorating minds so they mature,
mitigating youth becoming skeleton premature
in the dark, unforgiving earth,
that can never emulate Mother Earth
absent back home
from those who roam
alone in the hood.

Kelly Van Nelson
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MOTHER HOOD

KELLY VAN NELSON

Mediocracy

Forty-five found

inside popcorn
scented big top
ringmaster’s whip
cracked attention
driving me to leave
mediocracy behind
only for one night
when the circus
came to town

I was forty-five found
When I discovered myself
Lost in a new city
Deployed to the front line
Navigating backstreets of work

I was forty-five found
When I learned which tunes
Repaired ancient deep scars
Making modern heart sing
Wandering neon laneways at night

I was forty-five found
When I treasured coffee alone
Picking menu of indulgent choice
With no place called home
Identity bustling with morning strangers
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DOWN DEEP

LES WICKS
Les Wicks: Over 45 years he has performed widely across the globe. Published in over 400 different magazines, anthologies & newspapers across 36 countries in 15 languages. Conducts workshops & runs Meuse Press which focuses on poetry outreach projects
like poetry on buses & poetry published on the surface of a river. His 15th book of poetry is Time Taken – New & Selected (Puncher
& Wattmann, 2022). https://leswicks.tripod.com/lw.htm

Down Deep
1.

In this cave puzzles wear
molluscs of light.
Our tiny crystalline teeth nip at this plenty.

While those remaining fingers we bear can still wave
still touch a cheek
They can never clamour up or down.
We are & are not stuck.
Beneath our level
a vast subterranean lake throbs with life
but never moves.
We hear its music
but can’t approach, the way is slippery & steep.
Shoes are all worn to worry, we are clothed
in volcanic flakes,
in the dust from bones.

In that water
legends have been dropped down to drown.
Waptia & trilobites archive the atrocity —
colourless, peculiar antennae, protruding jaws —
they have refined their arts of predation
& are a scourge
to the larger ideas.

Les Wicks
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DOWN DEEP

Down Deep

LES WICKS

contd...

Rumours have seeped in that
above us are acres of lawn.
Fertilised & trimmed, that ruthless verdancy has ambitions…
already it covers the tiny creek that
had carved its own story out of generations.
Nothing roams this pasture,
the blades are toxic but designated beautiful.
The floor keeps turning to get comfortable,
our city in the cinders.
Men don’t rule here
because the best ferocities work within some order.
Argument thrives
though it often concerns the petty things —
like moss & bat guano. These contentions are
perpetual, unbound... thankless nourishment
to all who cannot stop their forage.
This life is tephra.
We dream of clouds.

2.

Imagine our surprise when we were “discovered”.
The spelunkers in their padded plastic
soon devised a name.
Our gratitude fell like small hard turds
as we realised the poverty we’d suffered
from being uncategorised.

They had planned an educational documentary
world-wide scoop, awards & dollars.
Instead they were edited
into fillets, ate so much we could hardly stand.
Armed now with a name, some of us bore explorer-skin as flags.
In consuming these interlopers we adopted
their consonants & vowels
but unfortunately alongside much delusion.

We have stories, each overhang has bumped so many heads
the narratives are carved on our skulls.
Trip points & sinkholes somehow lure & warn us simultaneously...
a kind of parenting that passes for heritage.
I myself wrote something funny, plucked a fine stalactite
& my scribbles will last forever.

continued overleaf...
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Down Deep

LES WICKS

contd...

3.

It was time to breed.
We are not savages
though can be savage in our satisfactions.
My approach to a fertility
is part dance, part hunt.
Both of us, the magma of eggs & seed
the ash of our need.

Air here is body temperature —
just waving is to touch, be touched.
We lick that air. It licks us.
Even though now doomed by nomenclature
deep in decay
some things remain pure.
From the darkness of birth canals
to a clean empty of endless night
buddings scuttle across the cave floor.

4.

When we are tired we fall to pieces.
Hours later we rise, scrabble about for composite parts
scattered on the cave floor… there my liver
here my lungs. My mate does the same,
we swap kidneys & laugh
with the smudged innocence of thieving children.
Ignorance & knowledge both weigh
but how they sit on a shoulder
dictates whether scout or slave.

Do you know how long it takes
to collect feathers that have drifted down from the surface
through careful cracks built to miss nothing?
Yes, there is colour here
but it grows slowly within our eyes.
There was once so much
we never missed the sunlight.
A story — many birds once deliberately shed near our crevices.
Their quills married worlds
that were unaware of Other.
Now it is just the starlings
drab & lice-rode,
their poems of desolation.
We send you an anthology of viruses. You reciprocate.
Our offspring have become peculiar.
An extinction event — yours or ours?
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NIGHT WATCH

LORRAINE GIBSON
Lorraine Gibson is a Scottish-Australian writer, painter and poet living in Regional New South Wales. Her poetry is published
and upcoming in: Meniscus Literary Journal, Writing in A Woman’s Voice, The Galway Review, Eureka Street, Backstory, Hecate, Live
Encounters, Booranga fourW, Poetry for the Planet, Burrow, WordCity, Lothlorien Poetry Journal and Tarot. She is author of the
ethnography, ‘We Don’t Do Dots: Art and Culture in Wilcannia, New South Wales’, and holds a PhD in Socio-Cultural Anthropology
from Macquarie University, Sydney.

Night Watch
Lying still, skin drummed tight to the beat of night, pores closing down
to conscience and its limitations, she skeins choices out on linen sheets;

one thousand threads of pure quality confusion. She thinks of trickle-down,
role-plays, Society of the Spectacle, her stylish dress with swishing hem
and flowers to match her revolutionary kiss-proof lipstick. Biblical moths
and rust warn of earthly vanity, iron-winged remnants flutter bitter to her

open mouth. She is still worldly, too full of nous, half-way to disappearing.
She intones tomorrow’s normalcy like a psalm: Breakfast, mango, yoghurt,
coffee, mango, yoghurt, coffee. Think of froth, think the fleshly golden fruit
of southern orchards. But it’s no good. The thieves have broken into Eden.

This poem considers questions of being with regard to perennial human
questions such as: Why am I here? What is life about? The Society of the
Spectacle references the French philosopher Guy Debord whose book
of the same name offers theories concerning the increasing commoditisation
of society and the “obvious degradation of being into having ...”.
(Debord: 1967. Thesis 17).

Lorraine Gibson
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LORRAINE GIBSON

On Lighthouse Beach
Shivers of wind blow the marzipan scent of mid-winter’s wattle
up from the south. I inhale this perfumed benediction, this fragile

the lighthouse, stop half-way to rest in a gnarly pocket of jagged
banksia and grey, leathered leaf. The dawn haar has long since

in each other. My bare feet dimple pools of an ebbing tide, each print
is swallowed in an instant: Reminders of past deeds, past loves, the

In Memory of Ruby Brown 1914 – 2012. How Lucky Are We?

gift of scent as memory, give thanks for the years when my hands
touched the power of seasons, when our hands touched the power
times I felt so indispensable, all washed away, all shown for such
impermanence by the unfailing physics of water and sand. Wading

deeper, I begin a list of times when cold can be welcome: Ice-cream
in the sweaty slick of mid-summer; fresh white cotton-sheets with
air-con’ when things are getting steamy! The first chilled white on
Friday night. I think back to feeling the cold smack of a snow-ball

on my cheek when I was ten years old (The thrower was twelve—
and cute)! Hey, this was the 80s! He does it cos’ he likes you not yet
seen for what it is. Ah Yes, context and detail are so important.
A dark mound lies up ahead on the sand; a young brown wallaby

cast-off its misty-morning promise and I lean into sky as blue
as a robin’s egg. A tarnished plaque on a salt-washed bench reads:
A rising wind ruffles the black bonnets of shearwaters huddling
in shifting patterns; they lift off in feathered flurries, following
the nature of their kind. A small cairn of seashore pebbles sits
on scrubby ground, each small stone rubbed gleam by history’s
spume and tumble of water. Aquamarines, deep jade greens,
speckled ambers, rough knobbles of white-veined quartz, and

smooth, coal-black-ovals for dexterous skimmers. An earlier riser
has left a bright-pink post-it-note beside this shrine to beach refugees.
I kneel and read:
Life—The beauty is in the detail.

is dead. His eyes hold the milky-glaze of, not long gone. No off-

road (never been off-road) hulks speeding on the beach, no off-leash
dogs, no off-leash humans, no obvious signs of misdemeanor mark
this small unwilling sunbather. Nothing to be done but witness loss.
I make witness and walk on. I clamber up the rickety stairs towards
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ALTERED CARBON

MARGARET BRADSTOCK
Margaret Bradstock is a Sydney poet, critic and editor. She lectured at UNSW for 25 years and has been Asialink Writer-in-residence
at Peking University, co-editor of Five Bells for Poets Union, and on the Board of Directors for Australian Poetry. She has eight
published collections of poetry, including The Pomelo Tree (winner of the Wesley Michel Wright Prize) and Barnacle Rock (winner
of the Woollahra Festival Award, 2014). Editor of Antipodes, the first Australian anthology of Aboriginal and white responses to
“settlement” (2011) and Caring for Country (2017), Margaret won the Banjo Paterson Poetry Award in 2014, 2015 and 2017. Her
most recent book is Brief Garden (Puncher & Wattmann, 2019).

Altered Carbon
You can have your life inserted
into a whole new body.
Organic or synthetic, as you prefer.
Uploaded consciousness
transported to a teenage body
or saved on a ‘stack’, to be stored
in dusty boxes in forgotten libraries
agents of amnesia
like an over-crowded cemetery.

Yesterday, the largest
of the big blue gropers, the godfather,
his entourage of smaller fish
foraging for food,
waves soaring above us,
far from the barriers of COVID-19
or any kind of death, the memory
transmitted to flickering screens.

Beaches now are closed, lifeguards
patrolling empty, furrowed sands,
permits to visit rescinded
simulacra of our unspecial lives
already streaming on cable
or replicated in a different brain.
Bequeath to death your numbness
when we are
gone to data , every one.
Margaret Bradstock
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MARGARET BRADSTOCK

Sea Fog

Swimming with Stingrays

Black as carbon, the molecules
drift slowly down the coast
stretched out from the breakwater
beyond lines of sand
like a final curtain.

The third I’ve seen this summer
lying flat on the ocean floor,
undulating slightly with the current
like a grey, non-slip shower mat.
They wash in over the breakwater
at high tide, bury themselves in sediment
waiting for hard-shelled prey.

The sun didn’t fall from the sky
sensing an apocalypse
but shone down as always
on celadon green water.
Swimmers swam on, caught between breaths
diving past memory’s shoals
the mist impenetrable
fish absent, inflatable plastic unicorns
riding the waves.
On the beach, children had piled
stones into human figures
like Inukshuk cairns, metaphor
for a grief or landmark
that has no meaning yet.
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Docile and curious, stingrays
(they say) may attack if provoked.
Filming in shallow waters, Steve Irwin
swims towards the chosen specimen,
his shadow its predator, a tiger shark
perhaps. The venomous spike
stabs wildly at heart and lungs,
swirling of waves, the taste of salt.
Ten seconds for him to die.
Hovering beneath water,
your passing shadow dogs you
like an unexpected diver.
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PUPPETS

MARIA A MIRAGLIA
Educationist, poet, translator, essayist and peace activist Maria A. Miraglia was born in Italy, where she lives. For a long time, an
active member of Amnesty International, a member of Ican, the Observatory for Human rights, and the president of the World
Foundation for Peace. Dr Maria Miraglia is a founding member and Literary Director of the Italian Cultural Association Pablo
Neruda, honorary member of Naciones Unidas de las Letras, Columbia; Presidente de la Organization Mundial de Los Trovatores,
Chile; Director cum Chief Executive Office for Vibes- India, Vice president of IWA Bodgani, Kossovo; member of several more
international editorial boards. Author of works in Italian, English or both languages, her poems have been translated into many
languages. Her recent anthology is Colored Butterflies, 2022. She is a recipient of several recognitions and awards. Recent her
election to the European Academy of Science and Arts.

A holy field
The colours of twilight
slow are spreading into the light blue
of the sky
over a holy field
where small avenues
are lined with cypresses
that sway in the blows of the wind
here and there
tombs marked by time

Maria A. Miraglia
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A white light
from a marble headstone
distracts my lonely going
I turn to look
behind that lamp
the image of a child
the sweet face with curls
that fall on his forehead
his eyes seem to be staring at me
as if to call for help
I stop there for just a moment
just the time to tell me
what was to be
has already been
and with slow steps
I resume my journey
towards the small path
on the left side of the church
a bunch of tulips
she so much loved
still clasped to my chest
and a red rose
they are there waiting
while the wind blows away the last leaves
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Puppets
Sitting on the stone of time
I let the hours go by
crystallized

the moment
not to be guided as a dead leaf
by the winds
to look beyond
so
I told my heart to shut up
and turned on the light of the mind
A brushstroke of grey
turned off the bright colours
of day and night
erased from the sky
shades of pink
the nuances of gold and blue
reclined the flower corollas
in the fields
as if united by the same pain
and the cries of the birds
in the skies
weren’t joyful
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Puppets the passers-by
moved by invisible hands
bizarre and stiff the grimaces,
painted in bright colours
on their wooden faces
always the same
which created a strange contrast
with their legs in constant motion
in an attempt to touch the ground
how sad a sight
I said to myself
while feeling the desire to go back
open my eyes to the sunlight
that so much dazzles
and so much hides
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Without knowing where
The sky changes its colours
the fields are dressed in white
and then green
as I go
in search of meanings

I look around
as if unknown voices
spoke to me
each from different directions
from paths winding
towards dark places
some say
defend the weak and the oppressed
but no
leave it be
others shout
men always the same
remember
it all began with Cain

Meanwhile
some music comes from afar
where men dance
sweating in their coloured shirts
and fair and dark-haired women
with flamboyant clothes
skirts with pinned red
and yellow flowers
come with us
they shout at me
Carpe Diem
what is life
if you don’t let yourself go

I stop
and almost closely
I hear someone whispering
only knowledge
leads away
but I realize that
the wise are forgotten
and live wretched lives
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ODE TO OLD CLOTHES

MICHAEL J LEACH
Michael J. Leach (@m_jleach) is an Australian poet, reviewer, and academic who works at the Monash University School of Rural
Health. Michael’s poems have appeared in journals such as Cordite and Live Encounters, anthologies such as Lockdown Poetry: The
Covid Long Haul (edited by Rose Lucas, Liquid Amber Press, 2021), exhibitions such as the Antarctic Poetry Exhibition (2019), and
two poetry collections: Chronicity (Melbourne Poets Union, 2020) and Natural Philosophies (Recent Work Press, 2022). Michael
won the UniSA Mental Health and Wellbeing Poetry Competition (2015), received a commendation in the Hippocrates Prize for
Poetry and Medicine (2021), appeared on the longlist for the Poetry d’Amour Love Poetry Contest (2022), and jointly won the poetry category of the Minds Shine Bright Confidence Writing Competition (2022). He lives on unceded Dja Dja Wurrung Country and
acknowledges the traditional custodians of the land.

Ode to Old Clothes
Whilst going deeper
into my wardrobe
than I’d bothered to go
in numerous blood moons,
I rediscovered

an old grey tee
emblazoned with the lined face
of a bearded, beanie-wearing Bill Murray
paying playful homage to Jacques Cousteau
in his role as Steve Zissou
from The Life Aquatic
with Steve Zissou.
I held that tee up to the dull lightbulb
and pointlessly wondered

what celebrities
like Bill Murray do
with all their old clothes:
feed them to exotic moths,
donate them to up-market op-shops,
hand them down to family, friends or fans,
loan them out for extreme ironing competitions,
seal them away in a special bag or box until such times
as they’re precious enough
for auction, exhibition
or just remaining undiscovered.
Michael J. Leach
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I stroked my beard
then slipped the shirt on.
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ODE TO OLD CLOTHES

MICHAEL J LEACH

A Range of Failure Rates

Raiku

Whilst there are certain
experimental or philosophical instances
where failure is ultimately fruitful,
this is most certainly
not always true.

sparkling photons—
her expressive face, gold top
& star-studded leggings

In particular,

in particular.

I’m thinking of the failure

of structures in quakes & fires
of staple crops in droughts & floods
of a hot water service in midwinter
of a postal service in a pandemic
of a politician to fulfil promises
of numerical estimations & projections
of the capstone unit in a uni degree
of car brakes in a car race
of both engines in an aeroplane
of peace talks in hostile conflicts
of negotiations in hostage situations
of the firewall round a company’s cloud
of an old laptop that’s not backed up
of an air conditioner in midsummer
of human & nonhuman organs
of words to offer sufficient solace.
I’m thinking of these failures

Whilst there are certain
experimental or philosophical instances
where failure is ultimately fruitful,
this is most certainly
not always true.
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MELROSE

MICHAEL WATERS
Michael Waters’ new book, Sinnerman, will appear in 2023 from Etruscan Press. Recent books include Caw (BOA Editions (US) /
Shoestring Press (UK), 2020) and The Dean of Discipline (University of Pittsburgh Press, 2018), as well as the co-edited anthology
Border Lines: Poems of Migration (Knopf (US) / Penguin Random House (UK), 2020). A 2017 Guggenheim Fellow and recipient of
five Pushcart Prizes and fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts and the Fulbright Foundation, Waters lives without
a cell phone in Ocean, NJ.

The Levitation of Sr. Alphonsus
Six feet tall & more, she hesitated before
The bottom metal step & tilted
Her face toward the filthy skylight,
This woman bound within
Yards of funereal drapery, bandages
To quarantine flesh from sin, who
Stood suddenly ensorcelled,
Obsidian obelisk,
black waterfall
Reversed, her habit’s hem
Rising above stockinged ankles, then
The brogues themselves lifting
A few earthly inches
As she shed her body’s gravitational
Sorrow, its burdensome flesh…
Until the flushed nun
Roused herself to begin
Clanging up the school stairwell,
Ascending into fluorescence,
Once again corporeal.

Michael Waters
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MELROSE

MICHAEL WATERS

Melrose
		Athens
We named the bar Diva because we couldn’t decipher
The gold Greek script stenciled on its window,
Though it may have read Maestro or even Overture
As the bar was located off Poseidonos
Across from the National Opera House.
Late afternoons, the unlit taproom empty & cool,
I’d idle on a barstool, having taught a novel
By Wharton or James, to wait for my wife
Who engaged in conversational English
With dropouts who hoped to find work in the States.
I imagined myself in love with Parthenopi,
Quick & pretty &, mainly, Greek,
Her name common, “little virgin,”
& as I sipped a second retsina
I pictured our Lawrencian life together
On her island with its homemade
Wines & edible daylilies & ringing bells
As flocks descended hillocks to sheds
Before the sun extinguished itself
In the amphora of the Aegean. Pastoral,
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My dreamlife remained adolescent & pastoral,
& as I bided time one early dusk
The bartender, whose name I forget,
Placed a bottle of Greek gin on the bartop
Next to an empty bottle of top-shelf British,
Then slipped a white plastic funnel
Into one small mouth & began to splash
The cheap brand into the Boodles.
Seeing my surprise, he motioned
Not for you & nodded toward the opera house.

Of course. Then my wife arrived.
You must change your life, wrote Rilke, but how?
We returned home to the familiar
Arc of an American tale—but
Even now I can recall that label.

I’d purchased a bottle on our stroll home
To see how awful any gin could taste, & discovered,
Dear ex, dear reader, that it didn’t burn my throat
Nearly as much as I’d thought, though
I knew I’d never drink that gin again.

© Michael Waters
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MELROSE

MICHAEL WATERS

The gift
		for Mihaela
How I wish you could watch this lizard,
Blue now black now green,
Scribbling the whitewashed wall:
Living graffiti, throbbing glyph,
Shapeshifting in sunlight, feet
Splayed like asterisks,
Little starbursts of fireworks,
Its tail a stroke of cursive,
Now comma now apostrophe,
As it flicks its tongue to termites.

Than the orange skirr of a lizard
Tagging a wall in sunlight,
Glossed here by the man
Who lures you with words
& with the tongue that shapes them,
Letter by letter, until you come.

The day is languorous, composing itself
Slowly like these words on the wall.
After lovemaking, you sleep
In the sway of the mosquito net.
With your gift for making sense

Of tea leaves & coffee grounds,
Each spill in the universe
Never without meaning or metaphor,
You should wake to watch this creature.
My gift would be nothing more
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STRIKE

PENELOPE LAYLAND
Penelope Layland is an award-winning poet and a former journalist and speechwriter. Her most recent book is ‘Beloved’ (Recent
Work Press 2022), an extended suite of poems in the voice of the 19th-century diarist Dorothy Wordsworth.

Strike
The double-glazing is toffee-thick, muffling even
timber trucks to a sawdust hum,
so the sound of a silver-eye hitting glass
is the flick of a fingernail against a thumb.
I see them cramped in the garden bed, later,
between daffodil cups, where dusty bees doze.
Their dead smallness is apologetic:
they take up no room at all.
Their feet are fisted into balls,
their flat eyes are without reproach.

But once they filled all space, hectic at their world’s centre,
till the blue illusion, the solid air
of their final approach.

Penelope Layland
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STRIKE

PENELOPE LAYLAND

Photographing the skylark
(an impossibility)
Why must I desire its brown, plain featherdness,
when brownness, featheredness, is not the point of it,
even to the other larks to which it sings, endlessly,
pointedly, suspended, sounding as though its own
brown and feathered throat must burst from the joy of it?

Photograph credit: https://www.countrylife.co.uk/nature/230511-230511
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DEMONOLOGY

PHILIP GROSS
Philip Gross, born in Cornwall, UK, son of an Estonian wartime refugee, has lived in South Wales since 2004. The Water Table won the
T.S.Eliot Prize 2009; he received a Cholmondeley Award in 2017. He is a keen collaborator – with artist Valerie Coffin Price on A Fold
in The River (Seren, 2015), with poet Lesley Saunders on A Part of the Main (Mulfran, 2018), with scientists on Dark Sky Park (OtterBarry, 2018) and, in Troeon/Turnings (Seren, 2021) a ‘translaboration’ – mutual translations/responses – with Welsh language poet
Cyril Jones. His new collection The Thirteenth Angel (Bloodaxe) is published November 2022.
https://www.philipgross.co.uk/

A Preamble to the Demonology
1.

We want a word for them, these opposite-to-angels, antitheses of what
(glancing, more verb than noun) an ‘angel’ ‘is’.

3.

The reality is duller. Demons: nubby cankers on the trunks of living
trees. A growth that is a stunting.

2.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Philip Gross
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These days, demons are what celebrities have instead of problems. Oh,
lucky demons, to be woven into our dark cults of personality.
Paul Klee’s angels are the beveled edges of this world. They catch the
light, a flash of timelessness, are gone.

The opposite of that, then. A demon is a fault line, where the stress will
always tell, hairline crack where the damp will get in.

No account, ancient or modern, should make them interesting. They
are the direst bores you might find yourself trapped sitting next to on a
train.
Fall into conversation with a demon, and the train will get no closer to
the station. Time becomes recursive, a Möbius strip.

Are they bestial? Not in the way of true beasts – lithe and whole-bodyresponsive to the twitch of scent or threat or appetite.
More, maybe, like automata – self-making machines that do their
single tick-tock trick, doing themselves being themselves doing and so
on?
Natural images…? The buzz of flies drawn to a hint of putrefaction.
The zizz of them somewhere nearby, nowhere you can shoo.

continued overleaf...
© Philip Gross
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DEMONOLOGY

PHILIP GROSS

A Preamble to the Demonology

A Preamble to the Demonology

11.

21.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

Or the Gothic image – hunched thing squatting on your shoulder. Its
idiot grin at finding easy meat. You half invited it. Its teeth in you.
No, individual demons don’t have names, not like people. Maybe
abstract nouns for their one idea each. They love to generalise.

An angel moment is a wake-up. Alarm, maybe, but enlivening.
The residency of a demon in the heart is weariness. It weighs and
weighs.

Oh but we’re creative too, one whispers. See how we take a hint, we
spot the symptom, then, aha... we start to improvise.
Improvise, that is, never outwards, into choice – but inwards, intrafractal, into blind alleys in which you’ll stumble, be mugged by your
self.

Seductive? You know, the way they sidle up, that shy ingratiating smile,
and take such an interest. In you. They want to talk about nothing else.
Have you noticed there seems to be no such thing as a new demon?
Their entry line is always like an old friend. Faithful. How many years
has it been?
Like family, almost. This one knew me as a child. Before my beard.
Before my own believing in my selfhood, my being in the world.

Some may be hereditary. This one, old nagging Dreadful, may have
been my mother’s too. He might not even recognise the shift from
mind to mind.

There’s something almost comforting – that’s the line they urge – in
the sheer continuity. We can always make you miserable. Half frozen
with dread. In a rickety world, on this at least you can depend.
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22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

28.
29.
30.

Not part of a grand plan, not the theologians’ ranked armies, either
side. Every demon is lone wolf. It’s just that in the half-light all wolves
look the same.
Indeed, a fairytale life. Big bad stories are the Big Bad Wolf. So they
would like you to believe. Lie quiet, children. Shudder.
Or rather, they rely on you, to tell them their stories, the tales of
themselves. Again and again.

To ‘cast one out’ might seem conclusive, but it simply releases it into
the everyday air we breathe.
If they seem to serve one cause, it’s accidental. Maybe all tend to
narrowing, to cramping. To lockdown in the soul.

So it’s a soul issue, then? Think of Dante’s Satan at the Earth’s core,
locked, cramped, in his own eternal raging ice.

Do they belong to Infinity, then, like the good powers? No, they are tiny.
They just feel interminable.

Their power is petty, but insistent. And it can be sapped a little, just by
naming it. Yes, I know who you are.
Part of their power is in the disguise, the sidelong inching into
consciousness, like a new realisation. Inspiration, even… Oh… Oh
no...… I see...

Have I corralled them, at last, in a page of words? Dream on. They are
burrowing their wormy tunnels inward as I speak.
continued overleaf...
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DEMONOLOGY

PHILIP GROSS

A Preamble to the Demonology
31.

No, whispers my demon, tapping its worn claws impatiently. You can’t 		
outweary me with listing. Go on, try.

32.

Even this recitation, therapeutic though it seems, runs the risk of feeding 		
demons. They drink ink.

34.

An angel moment is a flash of self-forgetting, opening out into world. A 		
demon sidles in and shuts the door behind it.

33.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

They love the tale we tell about Einstein and infinity; head straight away
from me, the demon says, for long enough, and I’m where you arrive.

Name one as often as you like. Like an abusive partner, it will own up. 		
Then say, ‘Pity me’. Then, whinging, ‘Honest, I can change.’
Masters of (attempted) irony, they can mock-confess, ‘True, I’ve always 		
been lying before, but wouldn’t it be ironic if now, just this once...?’
Dread shows me future-snapshots of myself racked, crippled, cramped. 		
In fact, these are its own selfies.

How big, strong, how soul-well would I have to be to reach out to the 		
demon? Oh, you poor hurt/hurting thing.
When you think you have one on a leash, check: which of you is leading 		
the other? And where?
I would sign off now. But some demon has got there before me. Look 		
how well it has learned to forge my name.

©Mark Ulyseas

Photograph by Mark Ulyseas.
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CONSTANCY OF MORNINGS

PIPPA LITTLE
Pippa Little is a Scots poet who lives in Northumberland in the North East of England. Her third collection Time Begins to Hurt
came out from Arc Publishing in the UK in July 2022.She has been a Hawthornden fellow, a fellow of The Royal Literary Fund
and worked in University education, mentoring, publishing and literacy. She’s an award-winning poet, reviewer and editor
whose work has appeared in print and online across the world, including Staying Human from Bloodaxe 2021, Forward Prize
anthologies and in Poetry, Poetry Review, TLS, New Statesman.

Constancy of Mornings
The discursiveness of rooks
always moves me,
so sure are they
of their arguments,
persuasive barristers –
though I’m invisible to them,
they are my constancy of mornings
in sleek patent noir, a swoop and hop –
being uninteresting to their assemblies
as a faded tin-type
I envy
how the sky feels in their wings
their magnificent dark tirelessness
to the point of mania,
their sure footing in both worlds.

Pippa Little
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CONSTANCY OF MORNINGS

PIPPA LITTLE

After The Hospital

Bliss

I walk the old dog in soft evening rain
only so far as she will go now
even in spring, trees in new leaf,
the air’s clean laundry.

for friends in Budapest

Her map has contracted this last winter
to scents and signs only
yards around our house, the open spaces
where she ran, beyond her now

the door of your house is wide
shoes steam on the stoop
glistening with spiderweb:

Far is the end of the road,
no further, to the cherry blossom
under which we pause,
observe necessary business.

and mine’s become a shadeless corridor
of cubicles and waiting rooms
where I must re-learn patience,
re-tread lost steps.

In gardens of early summer rain
your girl is playing her cello
to a family of cats on the low roof
someone beloved is returning
on the hidden, curved path
with lilies and breakfast kifli

inside, espresso and World Service, us,
a map of Africa bleached by light.
Come, yes, welcome.

Now a blackbird, invisible, blesses us
as if we were her children.
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TO THE BEACH

PRATIBHA CASTLE
Pratibha Castle’s award-winning debut pamphlet A Triptych of Birds and A Few Loose Feathers (Hedgehog Poetry Press) was
published in 2022. A retired holistic therapist and workshop facilitator of women’s retreats, and a singer, she studied creative
writing at the University of Chichester. Published widely in print and online including Agenda, Blue Nib, Fragmented Voices,
Friday Poem, High Window, Honest Ulsterman, Ink Sweat & Tears, London Grip and One Hand Clapping, her work has been
highly commended and long-listed in various competitions including Bridport Prize and Welsh Poetry Competition, Binsted
Arts, Storytown, Sentinel Literary Journal, Gloucestershire Poetry Society. A regular reader for The Poetry Place, West Wilts
Radio, her second book, published by Hedgehog Poetry, is forthcoming later this year. Born in Ireland, she lives on the south
coast of England.

To the Beach
a caravan of red ants
escorts her along the track.
It snakes under mango trees,
past the whitewashed bungalow
of last night’s rave.
Palms snatch at the light.
Banyans’ aerial roots
grope shadows.

She pauses by a jasmine.
Sips scent of snow-star blossom.
A butterfly writhes
in spider mesh
on tongue-shaped leaves.
The goggle-eyed spinner
watches at the web’s edge.

A parrot squawks.
Kohl bird’s wail
becomes her mother’s song
soaring above smoke
coiling from an altar boy’s censor.
The breeze drops.
Jungle voices fade,
along with jangled thoughts.
Heart-beat waves
sigh beyond the trees.
.

Breaking the threads,
she cradles the butterfly
in vaulted palms.
The creature flaps, calms,
as she picks it free.
Blue wings
graze her skin,
an electric memory
of eyelashes
against her cheek.

Pratibha Castle
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CHAPLIN TALKS

RAINE GEOGHEGAN
Raine Geoghegan, M.A. is a Welsh born poet, prose writer and playwright of Romany descent. She is a Forward Prize, twice Pushcart
Prize, and Best of the Net nominee. Her work has been published online and in print with Poetry Ireland Review; Travellers’
Times; Ofi Press; Under the Radar; The Clearing; SkyLight47; Fly on the Wall and many more. Her essay, ‘It’s Hopping Time’
was featured in Gifts of Gravity and Light (Hodder & Stoughton, 2021). She has a Highly Commended Award for poetry from
Winchester University’s Reaching Out competition and was long listed for the NHS Poetry competition in 2019. Two pamphlets,
‘Apple Water: Povel Panni’ and ‘they lit fires: lenti hatch o yog’ are by Hedgehog Poetry Press. Apple Water was listed in the Poetry
Book Society Spring 2019 Selection. Her play ‘The Tree Woman’ was featured in the online festival with the Same Boat Theatre
Collective based in San Francisco. She is the Romani Script Consultant for the musical ‘For Tonight’ which will be performed in the
UK later this year. Her third pamphlet ‘The Stone Sleep’ was published in January 2022 with Hedgehog Poetry Press. ‘The Talking
Stick: O Pookering Kosh’ was published in June 2022 by Salmon Poetry Press. https://www.rainegeoghegan.co.uk/

Chaplin Tells All to a Journalist.
I had a troubled childhood, nobody knows what I went through. My dear
mother went mad you know. I was just a boy, a skinny little urchin. I came
home one afternoon and there was my mother sitting on the doorstep with
a neighbour, her eyes rolling around, spit on her lips. The neighbour told me
straight.

‘Oh my dear Charlie, yer mother’s not well. She’s been going from door to door
in the neighbourhood giving away little clumps of coal, saying that they’re gifts
for the children. She needs ‘elp.’
So I grabbed her hand and lead her through the streets in the fog and the cold
until we got to the infirmary. A kind looking nurse took her in but I never felt
so alone. I walked home and waited for my brother Syd to return. When he
did, he cooked me boiled beef and carrots, He was good like that, our Syd.
After we’d eaten, we snuggled up together, wrapping blankets around us to
keep us warm.
The next day the neighbour called, asking about mother. She gave me some
heather and said it was from the Gypsies and it will bring us all good luck. I
put that heather in my pocket and my luck did change, but as for my mother,
well she never did get back to her old self. God bless her soul.

Raine Geoghegan
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CHAPLIN TALKS

RAINE GEOGHEGAN

Charlie Chaplin Talks to a Journalist
You want to know where I found my unique walk, well, let’s go back to
England, the Queens Head to be precise. My brother and I used to hang
around outside the pub, sometimes I’d sing a little tune, dance a bit, if I
was lucky, I’d get a few coins. Some nights I’d talk to Rummy. He had
rheumatics which made his feet swell up and used an old walking stick
which he tapped on the ground when he spoke. He wore large patterned
trousers, way too big for him. He was a short man and he shuffled around
humming the old tunes. I was quite taken with him. He used to make me
laugh when he pulled faces and waddled around, like a penguin then he’d
say, ‘Gotcha.’ Well his walk and his trousers sort of fixed in my mind and
when it came to me going on the stage, I thought of Rummy. I copied his
walk, I’ll call it a waddle, practising for days. I got a stick and I wore the
big trousers, adding the head movements. You got to start somewhere,
with me it was the walk. With Dan Leno it was his eyes.

Photo credit: Christie’s Charlie Chaplin’s Bamboo Cane.
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A DEEP OLD DESK

RICHARD W HALPERIN
Richard W. Halperin holds Irish-U.S. nationality and lives in Paris. Since 2010, he has published four collections via Salmon
Poetry, Cliffs of Moher. The most recent is Catch Me While You Have the Light, 2018. In complement, he has published sixteen
shorter collections via Lapwing, Belfast. The most recent is A Ballet for Martha. In Spring 2023, Salmon will bring out a Selected
& New Poems, which will include poems from both publishers.

A Deep Old Desk
My life is a deep old desk.
I write my poems on top of it.
The poems are not my life.
They are poems. They are art.

Other people’s art has helped me
in my life. Seven silent films
of Buster Keaton’s which I saw
in a revival cinema in the 1970s.
Worlds which, perfectly, had
nothing to do with anything:
a poem about the American
civil war; a poem about

a hapless bridegroom chased
through the deserted streets
of Los Angeles by one hundred
enraged brides; and five more.

I saw them a few days after
a good friend had suddenly died.
Was Keaton himself ever helped
by his films? I hope so.
I am about to leave my house
for a walk. In my pocket, Luke,
the book of. Luke the physician.

All these stanzas belong together.
Richard W. Halperin. Photo credit: Joseph Woods.
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A deep old desk.
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A DEEP OLD DESK

RICHARD W HALPERIN

Elizabeth I

Emmaus

No one knows what was behind that stiff brocade
nor behind the bones beneath the brocade
nor behind the soul beneath the bones.
Her father killed her mother but no one’s
childhood is easy. She is still present
because she could not leave Ireland alone.
She is not part of a pageant. There is no pageant.
She has been portrayed many times by women
and a few times by men. Inadequately.
Of that I have no doubt.

We were walking and not walking.
A glass cracked somewhere – dropped, probably.
We were on the road, anyway.
We had thought we were thirsty,
but we were not, evidently.
We hadn’t felt tired until he joined us.
Then we became exhausted. He, too.
Something was a strain.
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The sun was going down (no pun intended).
So, time for shelter. He stayed with us
at the inn for a while, then left
before the bill came. He left a present for us,
but I don’t remember what it was, only
the relief of it. When you are young,
you don’t remember most things. Even now
I can’t think of him without falling asleep
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A DEEP OLD DESK

RICHARD W HALPERIN

The Blue Jumper

Psalm 55

I air out the attic to refresh the house.
As I write this, I wear a blue jumper.
Something about the colour of it
makes me want to leave it in the poem.
Let’s go random. I do not ask that grief
be managed. There is no verb which goes
with grief. Art helps. Artists live by the invisible.
There is a house and there is a house.
I do not ask that grief be managed.
The blue jumper belongs in this poem.

I do not know where I am going
and good that I do not know. René Char
says he will leave only traces, if that.
I am helped by others’ traces. The psalmist’s.
His psalm about betrayal goes to the heart
although I, unlike he, have never been
betrayed by a friend. He pours his soul out,
and I am better for it. In writing this,
I do not know what I am talking about.
But something knows. My own lot is unknown
I am glad not to know. A wind blows through
these lines. I hope that helps.
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SINGED

ROBBI NESTER
Robbi Nester is a retired college educator and the author of four books of poetry, editor of three anthologies, well as an elected
member of the Academy of American Poets. Her poetry, reviews, articles and essays have been widely published in journals and
anthologies. Learn more about her at https://www.robbinester.net/.

Singed
Yesterday, I saw the black and white page
of my email light up with posts, new ones
and old, ones I never bothered to erase.
As I opened up a note, I thought I caught
the scorched scent of my mother’s iron,
steam rising from damp sheets or shirts,
tasted my dry tongue, swelling with words
I couldn’t say, stuck in my throat like the
fishbone my father swallowed once,
scratching his pharynx, the tender tissue
of his throat. I trapped those words
behind my teeth like a monarch in a killing
jar, hands over my mouth to keep the fingers
still, stop them from speaking for themselves.

Robbi Nester
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SINGED

ROBBI NESTER

History

In Memory: Uncle Bill

People ask why I still dredge up the bad old days,
the bullies on the block who called me “Bug Lady,”
my father’s belt, teachers who never saw my promise
or my pain. They ask why I must scrutinize the past
at all. I should celebrate, they say, instead of weeping
pointless tears. That’s when I remember home, where
I had to hide my past beneath a stone. Suffering isn’t
like a message on a chalkboard, easy to erase. It’s
etched into the consciousness, taught me to recognize
deception, to empathize. Forgetting history puts you
right back where you were, all those years ago, falling
for the ruse, believing that it’s all just in your mind.
It’s about us all, living in a world where cruelty’s enshrined
in law, where the innocent are dying every day, in schools,
and streets, and prisons, and people turn away from
suffering that seems too fraught, too hard to see or change.
They’re afraid of others’ ridicule or worse. How can they say
the past is gone, when It still vibrates in the air, a long-held note?

My father’s half-brother, for a long time the last living
link to that generation, was once the only person
in my father’s family who smiled and meant it.
Short as he was, he seemed the tall one in the room.
I felt closer to the ceiling when he tossed me in the air.
He always thought to call on birthdays and holidays,
worked a steady civil service job, dead boring, just
to salt away the cash for his disabled daughter,
spent years doodling on his desk blotter.
When he retired, he framed it, declaring
I was there. But the world and his biology
caught up with him. Suddenly, the news
was always dire. It was my job to cheer him,
though he had children of his own. We shared
a mission: to unearth the mysteries
my grandmother had buried. She made
his father disappear. I was the namesake
of that man, her second husband, reminder
of a time she didn’t want to think about.
Before that, she’d excised the family of her
birth by taking on a name that seemed
American. No photographs remained
of her first husband, my grandfather.
She never to my knowledge spoke of him.
Together, uncle Bill and I conspired to
unweave her handiwork, fitting jigsaw
facts together till they meshed. It never
brought him certainty or peace, just
the enmity of others who wished he’d
let things lie, preferred her perfectly posed
portraits to the truth of who had slept with
whom a hundred years ago, who was insane
or violent, who let cruelty stand in for love.
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AND US TO LISTEN

ROISÍN BROWNE
Roisín Browne lives in Rush, Co Dublin and has been published in A New Ulster, The Galway Review, Flare, The Stony Thursday Book,
Live Encounters Poetry & Writing, Poetry NI and Echoes from the Castle Anthology. She was commended in the Gregory O’Donoghue
Awards in 2018 and shortlisted in The Seventh Annual Bangor Poetry Competition in 2019.

And us to listen
For Minnie
The fuchsia and montbretia are full and thick in hedges,
all bright green and wispy, falling out of their shape to greet us on the road,
the air easy and embraceable, water winking and everyone stilling.
A cloak of gapped silence, dappled with bird, bee, horse snout,
sits on the skies’ shoulders and falls with ease on beings.
Stillness allows earth song,
chaffinch chortle,
pheasants call,
bramble-quiver,
greens dance,
dogs contemplate,
spirits speak and us to listen.

Roisín Browne
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Halted

Intermission

There’s a funeral up ahead, slowing a line of traffic to a halt on the Whitestown
road. It’s a light-yellow Spring Day; threads of warm brush the heads and faces
of mottled clad mourners. Respite from the held breaths in the tight church.
We sit on a bus, paused, thinking, Oh a funeral.

At shattering lights, the evening drops from dusk grey to jet black.
A miasma of electric reds, orange, blues, green, splatter and stench the
urban canvas. Car tyres sluice and slide on fallen rain, aquaplaning bloodshot
despair and smoke fumes on claggy air.

We admonish ourselves.

The sound will hum before the sight; rattle, shake, tremble, emerging into view.

Some feet shuffle on the scrappy floor. Fingers tap fingers, willing movement
towards, a train station, a lunch, to something in particular. Silence sighs.
What time has passed?

Someone has lost their living life, will no longer breathe this air, take stock,
take hold, take on, take off. No one in that cortege, minds the cars, tractors,
bus, missed trains, late lunches. The slower they walk the more time they have
with the coffin, the body, the soul. More time to take part in the unfolding.
Each step, a coming into realisation before their kin goes beneath the earth.

Matchstick bodies line platforms. Hands in pockets, ears plugged, fingers
scrolling, blank stares, metal tracks, nuts and bolted wood. Shook pigeons
shelter under benches, scrapping for sandwich crumbs.

On a country road, we remind ourselves, cemetery in view, and steal a glance
at watches.
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Tracy Gaughan is a writer and editor based in Galway, Ireland. Her work has appeared in Crannóg, ROPES, The Blue Nib, Dedalus
Press anthology and elsewhere. Tracy holds a master’s degree in International Literature and was a finalist in the Jacar Press Eavan
Boland Award. A Forward Prize nominee, she is the recipient of Arts Council funding and is a mentee on the Irish National Mentorship programme. Her collective anthology Pushed Toward the Blue Hour is published by Nine Pens Press.

Silver Birch
it is the apex of beauty in the garden
the sky is at its bluest
rhododendrons burst in the heat.
you’re a bent head over a grave
bark peeling like paper
from the walls of your heart

and Nadar is taking photographs
of you. Your toes in the earth
arms a chaplet of sharp leaves

snapping at the light, your uneasy face,
with all the world’s hurts etched on it
lost in the canopy.

he’s stroking pensile catkins,
spreading the vulval cleft of virginal skin
as though searching for a pen on his desk
and you’re trying to take your mind off it
staring across an indifferent meadow
where sheep stand shoulder to shoulder
eating corn pellets at a feeder fence
while Nadar is taking photographs
like you’re a spectacle, an apology,
not the pillar of virtue men named
before dissecting their absolutes,
finding epicene truths there: dyads
Tracy Gaughan
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of the holy sap and the diamond fissure,
man womanly, woman manly, living
under a meagre umbrella of what can be
called nature and what cannot.
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Sestina: Land
after Jonah Winter
(from Darwin’s Voyage of the Beagle)

Turning from the miserable land
The desolate land
To a narrow strip of fertile land
Some sixty miles distant from land
A land gently rising with the presence of woodland
And a dull bank of clouds hanging over the land
We left our own land
Approached this unknown other land
Were prevented from landing
By a fringe of low mountainous land
An undulating land
With a curse of sterility upon the land

Unwilling to land
We slept in the neck of the land
But on the second day made land
Because the inhabitants of this savage land
Wished to direct us where to land
Declared there was no devil on this land

Determined, we proceeded inland
Toward the thickly wooded forestland
Yielding all the rich productions of a tropical land
Then successive steps of table-land
Absolute proof of recent elevations of land
Of newly formed oceanic land

Of good sloping, richly manured land
With cattle living on the highland
And other coloured beasts on the lower land
Some primeval caught far from their own land
Yet, here among the islets and the broken land
They were the owners of several square miles of land

Who purchased the land, the desertland
The limits of the forest land, the alluvial, little cultivated land
The island where few persons have landed

Only vast numbers of seashells scattered over the land
And curious rings of coral on the land
Like specimens obtained at Van Dieman’s land
Here, the sea ate deeply back into the land
Changed the form of the land
And all the features of the land
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YAN LI
Yan Li (poet and artist) was born in Beijing in 1954. He started writing poetry in 1973 and painting in 1979. He was a member of
the pioneering art group “Star Painting Club” and the literary group “Today” in Beijing in 1979, and held the first solo exhibition of
pioneering art in China in 1984. In 1987, he founded the poetry journal “First Line New York” (which ceased publication in 2000)
and resumed publication in New York in June 2020, where he continues to serve as editor-in-chief. He is the president of the Overseas Chinese Writers’ Association.

Translated from Chinese by Anna Yin.

Injustice
People all are against wars
Wars are wrongly criticized
They cry: There would be no continuing wars
if there is no genetic expansion of
human greed for power

Soldiers are wrongly criticized
Both sides are trapped
left to the hard-hitting choice
of “live or die”
and those who surrender do not necessarily survive
Weapons are also very wrongly criticized
If not for the purported high-tech inventions
many minerals would still quietly be buried
enjoying their tranquil sleep

Ultimately
The wronged
truly have great difficulty vindicating themselves

Yan Li
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YAN LI

What is Insight

Short poems

Do not believe that it is over
after implanting a high-sounding insight
into others’ heads
because in each head there is
a back entrance prepared for profit
So you must mold the contemporary insight
as privately-fashioned furniture
and move it in soundlessly through the back door

1.
Civilization is a phenomenon of acquired education —
the faked ones are difficult to distinguish.
2.
The education in the mother’s womb:
Starting with sperms’ hunting tactics —
is very enlightening

3.
Sunflowers all over the hills
are so much like a united people,
yet each sunflower just skins its own seed.

4.
Many people pay excessive attention to their self-image;
even when sleeping they shake themselves awake
to groom here and there then return to their dream.
5.
Fists are nothing,
since more are knocked out by breasts.

6.
Speaking of the Tang Dynasty,
I heard such a sigh:
If electricity hadn’t been invented,
lanterns could have been super-splendid.
7.
To bind the blue sky on the flagpole
is indeed too showy.
Letters do not have to
fulfill the duty of a clean sky.
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Short poems
8.
I dreamed of living a life of luxury,
then my dream became luxurious…
But my life didn’t.
9.
With regard to contamination,
there were no more blank papers.
We all keep writing on
what has been written.

10.
Pillows are designed for each individual
and there isn’t one
bed existing for the community to sleep on.

14.
The body is the title deed of life.
There is no such thing as a proletarian.

15,
As long as one gets rid of jealousy and hatred,
one will certainly decrease or increase
several kilograms of tension and relaxation.
16.
To avoid conversations with viruses,
language in the mask
has promoted self-talk in the inner circle.

11.
My dream is that simple —
don’t wake up my dream!

12.
The pleasure of walking on the spot is no pressure
from velocity.
13.
Although civilization has never been weaned,
among every generation,
many people are still allergic to breasts.
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